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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
People age 65 years and older are the fastest growing segment of the U.S. population and
the fastest growing sector of the driving population. When compared to other age groups,
older drivers are overrepresented in intersection crashes (Subramanian & Lombardo,
2007; Braitman et al., 2007), and approximately half of the charges in fatal intersection
crashes are for failure to obey the traffic control device. This project explored an invehicle warning system for failure-to-obey (running a stop sign or stop light) violations.
Participants using the system made significantly fewer did-not-stop errors at
intersections. Participants who were not using the system made nearly three times as
many did-not-stop errors (27%) than participants who were using the system (10%). This
effect was most pronounced in older drivers with more risk factors associated with
crashes; however, the effect of age group was not statistically significant.
Evidence suggests that driving performance tends to diminish with age and that the
decline can be attributed to factors such as declines in vision, hearing, reaction time,
cognitive function, and motor abilities. An in-vehicle system that can aid drivers at
greater risk of crashes may significantly reduce the number of fatalities as the driving
population ages. The 3x2 between-subject factorial experimental design created
experimental conditions that presented two between-subject levels of in-vehicle system
presence (present and not present) to 36 participants from three age-related groups.
The protocol included a screening for general health and driving criteria and a process to
classify potential participants as “normal” or “at risk” based on their scores relating to
cognitive impairment and health and mobility factors that are related to crash risk in older
drivers. Once enrolled, participants underwent the following evaluations to document the
presence of risk factors:




Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) (Appendix 8)
Visual acuity-near and distance, and contrast sensitivity
Rapid Walk, Foot Tap, Neck Rotation tests (Appendix 10)

Participants completed one 25-minute drive in the NADS-1 on an urban and arterial fourlane road network with a posted speed limit of 35 mph. During the simulator drive, they
passed through several controlled intersections: eight traffic lights and six stop signs. The
intersection violation warning system was present during the drive for half of the
participants.
The warning system is designed to provide alerts when a driver was likely to violate a red
light or a stop sign at an intersection. The system uses vehicle location, traffic signal
state, and timing to determine the probability of violation and conformed to the
specifications provided by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA), which were generally based on the recommendations for in-vehicle
specifications included in the Cooperative Intersection Collision Avoidance SystemsViolations (CICAS-V). The system was active throughout the simulator drives in which
it was present, with an assumed communication range of 300 meters prior to each
intersection. The system alert included three display components: a visual icon, an
auditory alert, and a brake pulse. Following the simulator drives, participants completed
short surveys about their experience in the simulator.
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Variables collected during the simulator drive for analysis included two types of
measures: safety and confirmatory. Safety measures included violations of a stop sign or
traffic light and stopping position relative to the stop bar, which was further classified
into stopping zones. Confirmation measures served the purpose of documenting
experimental conditions associated with the simulator drives and the in-vehicle system,
such as the alert timing and distraction task trigger, but do not speak directly to whether
or not there was a safety benefit when the system was present.
There was an overall benefit associated with the presence of the warning system.
Participants using the system had significantly fewer did-not-stop outcomes than
participants not using the system. This was particularly true in situations where the
presence of a stop sign or the state of a traffic light was more difficult for drivers to
detect. It is possible that the drivers most at risk of crashes may benefit most from the
system because the greatest change in did-not-stop outcomes was in the older at-risk
group, even though the trend did not reach statistical significance. The benefit associated
with the system was also evident in the stopping position data. Participants who
experienced the system warning stopped instead of driving through the intersection,
resulting in more stops past the stop bar but before the collision zone. Participants
reported a general perception that the system improved driving safety and that it aided
drivers in driving more carefully. They also reported that the alert timing was good, that
they understood how the system functioned, that the system was desirable, and that they
would be willing to purchase the system.
The results of this study are relevant to efforts to improve driver safety, including
vehicle-to-infrastructure components, such as the IntelliDrive program, specifically the
Intersection Movement Assist component. Design recommendations based on this work
are limited, but it is evident that a CICAS-V type warning system worked well for both
older and younger drivers. It should be noted, however, that the system implemented here
differed from the CICAS-V recommendations in some ways and that the data set has
some limitations. There are a number of untested conditions (traffic situations, system
differences, levels of system experience) that could produce differing levels of safety
impact. Additionally, the small sample size coupled with the examined outcomes being
events that drivers attempt to avoid resulted in insufficient outcome frequencies for some
analyses.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Older drivers seem to have the greatest difficulty negotiating intersections as indicated by
their high percentage of intersection crashes. This project explored vehicle-based
technology countermeasures for crashes associated with failure-to-obey (running a stop
sign or stop light) violations. Older drivers were defined as those over 65 years of age.
This age group is the fastest growing segment of the general population as well as the
fastest growing sector of the driving population. Evidence suggests that driving
performance tends to diminish with age. This has been attributed to factors such as
declines in vision, hearing, reaction time, cognitive function, and motor abilities. The
crash record identifies older drivers as having an increased fatality risk per vehicle mile
traveled. The development of in-vehicle technologies has the capability to reduce this
risk.

1.1 Project Background
In 2005, 36 million people in the United States, or 12 percent of the population, were
aged 65 years and older. Older people (65 and older) are the fastest growing segment of
the U.S. population. The Census Bureau estimates that about 13 percent of the
population will be over 65 by 2010 and that the percentage will increase to 16.4 percent
by 2020 as the “baby boomers” enter this age group (He et al., 2005).
As individuals move into the older population, most continue to drive. When compared
to the entire U.S. driving population, older drivers are not dramatically overrepresented in
terms of driver fatalities in terms of percentage of drivers. Older drivers accounted for
14% of driver fatalities in 2007 and 15% of the licensed drivers in 2006 (NHTSA, 2007).
However, older drivers travel approximately half the number of miles of those under age
65 (Lyman et al., 2002). As a result, the crash rate per mile driven is about twice as great
for older drivers. Some of these fatalities can be attributed to the increased fragility of
older drivers. In other words, older drivers are more likely to be killed than younger
drivers involved in similar crashes. Fragility does not explain the entire picture of older
driver risk, however. With age, many drivers experience declines in vision, hearing,
reaction times, and cognitive and motor abilities (Staplin et al., 1998). Even
conscientious drivers must accommodate for these physical and mental challenges. Due
to increases in the number of older drivers, and the increased risks for this group, any
technologies that successfully improve the safety of older drivers would be expected to
make a large impact.
The American Automobile Manufacturers Association estimates that drivers age 60 and
older are the principal purchasers of 23 percent of new passenger cars in the United
States. Since many older drivers purchase new vehicles, there is an opportunity for the
older drivers’ vehicles to incorporate technologies that may help them compensate for
some of their diminished driving capabilities. A variety of technologies have been
developed to aid drivers in avoiding crashes. These include systems such as electronic
stability control, brake assist, forward collision warning systems, adaptive cruise control,
and night vision. The development and testing of these systems tends to be focused on
the driving population as a whole rather than the specific needs of older drivers.
Conducting research that evaluates the impact of technology on older drivers as well as
3

developing older driver focused safety is critical to addressing the future needs of traffic
safety in the U.S. This need was also noted in NHTSA’s most recent Older Road User
Research Plan (Raymond et al., 2001). This project addresses how older drivers could
benefit from in-vehicle crash avoidance technologies.
When compared to other age groups, older drivers are overrepresented in intersection
crashes (Subramanian & Lombardo, 2007; Braitman et al., 2007). An analysis of
automobile fatalities has shown that 31 percent of fatal intersection crashes involve older
drivers, yet only 13 percent of non-intersection fatal crashes involve older drivers
(Subramanian & Lombardo, 2007). This overrepresentation of intersection crashes has
also been shown to increase as older drivers age (IIHS, 2005). In response to this data,
the first technologies that will be examined in the current older driver effort are those
aimed at reducing intersection crashes for older drivers.
Intersection crashes can be broken down into two basic categories: those in which the
driver fails to stop for the intersection signal or stop sign (failure to obey), and those in
which the driver has stopped appropriately at the intersection, but misjudges when it is
safe to proceed through the intersection (failure to yield). Fatality Analysis Reporting
System (FARS) data on intersection crashes indicates that about half of the fatal twovehicle intersection crashes with an older driver that involve a violation can be attributed
to failure-to-obey for traffic-signal-controlled intersections. For stop-sign-controlled
intersections, one third of the fatalities involved a failure-to-obey violation, as shown in
Table 1. To address these safety problems, this project explores an in-vehicle driver
assistance systems that can help older drivers know when to stop at stop signs and red
lights.
Table 1 Major Violations Charged in Fatal Two-Vehicle Crashes that Occurred at
Intersections for Older Drivers (FARS 1997-2004)
Traffic Control

Failure-to-obey

Failure-to-yield

Traffic Signal

47%

53%

Stop Sign

33%

66%

1.2 Evaluation of Intersection Violation Warning Systems for Older Drivers
Approximately half of the charges in fatal intersection crashes are for failure to obey the
traffic control device. Since many of these crashes may be caused by inattention, one
countermeasure approach is to present a warning to drivers when they are at risk of
violating an approaching intersection. While not specifically focused on older drivers,
the Intelligent Transportation Systems’ (ITS) Cooperative Intersection Collision
Avoidance Systems (CICAS) initiative includes a research program to create this type of
countermeasure. At the time this protocol was developed, the CICAS-V program was
working to develop a failure-to-obey warning system. Because the CICAS project was
still in the early stages, work was still underway to determine the safety and effectiveness
of the CICAS concept for violations. To enhance the current development activities, it is
beneficial to determine how older drivers respond to these types of systems and
determine which operational and driver/vehicle interface factors contribute to the safety
and effectiveness of the technology for this group of high-risk drivers.
4

While some intersection violations stem from willful disregard for the sign or signal, the
majority of intersection violations appear to happen because a driver is not looking at the
forward roadway or is otherwise distracted. According to General Estimates System
(GES) data, driver distraction was coded as the primary contributing factor for 37 percent
of crossing path crashes (Lee et al., 2004). In these situations, older drivers could
potentially react differently to these warnings and not have enough time to stop prior to
an intersection. Given that older divers account for a major portion of intersection
crashes and experience declines in vision, hearing, reaction times, and cognitive and
motor abilities, any technology introduced to assist in avoiding intersection crashes must
account for the characteristics of this driver group. To maximize effectiveness and driver
acceptance, research is needed to determine how intersection violation warning systems
can accommodate the capabilities of older drivers. To this end, this effort had the
following objectives:



Determine the range of driver responses to intersection violation warnings
Determine the effect of driver group (middle normal, older normal, older at risk) on
intersection violation warning response

The primary question posed in this study was whether or not there was a benefit to an invehicle system that warns drivers of possible intersection traffic signal violations. A
review of the literature concerning older drivers and intersection crashes was conducted.
Section 2 draws on that work to describe risk factors for older drivers and inform the
experimental conditions for Task 1 of this project, which was the evaluation of a failureto-obey warning system that was consistent with the previous work within the CICAS-V
project. The primary questions targeted in the review were which characteristics make
some older drivers at greater risk for motor vehicle crashes than others and which
situations pose greater risk to older drivers. A summary of other research investigating
older drivers and intersection crashes is also included to provide a context for the current
effort.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Over half of all fatal two-vehicle crashes involving older drivers occur at intersections
(Stutts et al., 2009). In their review of FARS and GES data, Stutts et al. also found older
drivers to be over-represented in crashes during the daytime in good weather conditions
in specific situations, including:




Left turns
Rural roadways, although older drivers were also over-represented in crashes in
urban areas
Stop lights and intersections controlled by stop signs and yield signs

It is counter-intuitive that older drivers would be at higher risk of crashes during the day
in good weather conditions than at night or in adverse weather. However, older drivers
are also under-represented in crashes involving other risk factors such as alcohol and
speeding, and once in a critical situation, older drivers seem to be less likely to initiate
avoidance maneuvers such as braking or steering (Stutts et al., 2009). From this wider
view, it can be speculated this is because older drivers choose not to drive in situations
that they perceive as riskier and may attempt to compensate when they perceive a loss in
ability (Hakamies-Blomqvist, 1994).
Additionally, older drivers are more likely to be driving the vehicle that is struck in a
crash than the striking vehicle and are more likely to be struck on the left or right side of
the vehicle than on the front or rear (Stutts et al., 2009). Scenarios that could result in
this kind of crash are drivers failing to obey a stop light or stop sign (failure to obey) and
proceeding into intersections when it is not safe to do so (failure to yield). At traffic
signals, 20% of vehicles involved in fatal crashes failed to obey a signal, and at stop
signs, 21% failed to obey the signal (Campbell et al., 2004). Older drivers are more likely
to be cited with failure to obey and failure to yield when they are involved in crashes than
are younger drivers (Stutts et al., 2009).
The increase in crash risk will be of greater concern as the U.S. population ages. As
older drivers remain licensed, there may be an increase in the number of crashes
involving older drivers. Since older drivers are found to be at fault in greater proportions
than other age groups, the aging of the driving population will affect not just the older
drivers, but all drivers on the road. However, older drivers’ higher fatality rate in crashes
alone is reason enough to implement measures to decrease older driver crashes.

2.1 Factors Contributing to Older Driver Risk
Driving research is increasingly including older drivers as an age group, and failure-toobey and failure-to-yield situations are often considered under the single topic of
negotiating intersections. However, there is a clear division in the successful negotiation
of intersections: a safe and appropriate stop (failure to obey), then proceeding through the
intersection (failure to yield). It is clear from the crash statistics cited earlier in this
section that both these categories contribute significantly to older driver crashes.
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2.1.1

Situational factors of older driver risk

While older drivers have difficulty in several driving situations, a variety of factors may
contribute to intersection crashes resulting from failure to obey. An understanding of the
factors that contribute to higher crash risk for older drivers can inform the design of
interventions to mitigate risk. Older drivers may fail to obey traffic signals and stop signs
for a number of reasons as shown in the range of research concerned with older drivers.
Attention problems are highly relevant when considering risk for intersection crashes in
older drivers and may contribute to failure to obey. In an analysis of accidents occurring
in Finland, inattention was the most common primary causal factor identified in fatal
accidents involving an at-fault driver over the age of 60, and was responsible for more
than 30% of such accidents (Summala & Mikkola, 1994). Older drivers had greater
problems than younger drivers with negotiating an intersection safely in a simulator after
simulated breaks of attention (Caird et al., 2005). In a simulator, drivers with impaired
attention indicated willingness to make a left turn in front of oncoming traffic with less
safety cushion than drivers with unimpaired attention (Pietras et al., 2006).
Older drivers may be more likely to fail to obey in situations where other traffic behaves
in a manner older drivers may mimic. In a road test, drivers with Alzheimer’s disease
respond to cues from other drivers; for example, they might stop at stop signs and stop
lights if they see other drivers doing so, or they might follow other drivers who have
made left turns without checking traffic (Hunt et al., 1997). Additionally, older drivers
who run yellow lights are less likely to clear the intersection before the red phase than
younger drivers (Caird et al., 2007). Yellow light dilemmas are situations in which older
drivers may benefit from a system that warns drivers of possible traffic signal violations.
While the literature review did not reveal discussion of situations in which a traffic signal
or stop sign is obscured, practical experience would suggest this is a situation in which all
drivers could benefit from a system that not only warns of a possible violation, but
indicates the presence of the signal upon approach.
2.1.2

Driving situations included in the current effort

Situations in which older drivers have been found to be at higher risk for crashes were
included in the simulator drives. Participants drove through an environment with
multiple intersections, which allowed the creation of both lower- and higher-risk driving
situations. Control devices at the intersections included both traffic signals and stop
signs. Four types of events were presented: traffic cues where surrounding traffic
behaved in a manner inappropriate for the participant to mimic, obstructed view of a
control device, yellow light dilemmas, and general events such as red and green traffic
signals. Inattention was introduced by asking participants to change the track of a CD in
the stereo system of the vehicle. The driving environment and individual events are
described in Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.3 of this document.

2.2 Prevention of Crashes
Several research programs into the causes of crashes and how to prevent crashes are
ongoing. Various driver-oriented approaches to reducing crash risk for older drivers have
been suggested. These include driver restrictions (Grabowski & Morrisey, 2001; Stav,
2008), driver education and re-training (Kua et al., 2007), and cataract surgery or eye
7

drops for drivers with cataract (Wood & Carberry, 2006; Babizhayev, 2004).
Researchers are also studying how to design systems to assist drivers in safely
negotiating intersections.
2.2.1

In-vehicle systems

Various in-vehicle systems that are designed to prevent crashes, often with automated
components, are under development. Some systems include both components in the
vehicle and information transmitted from the infrastructure. There are systems
specifically designed to prevent intersection crashes, such as the Intersection Crash
Avoidance Violation (ICAV) warning system. This system warns drivers if they are in
danger of running a red light or stop sign, and involves visual, auditory, and haptic
warning systems, as well as an in-vehicle system to detect speed and uphill or downhill
approach (Lee et al., 2004). Preliminary driving range tests determined that older drivers
had a response similar to that of younger drivers (Lee et al., 2007). A similar system,
which notified drivers of an approaching signal or stop sign with only a visual warning
on a head-up display, was recently tested in a driving simulator and was found to be
effective at reducing the occurrence of yellow light runs in both older and younger
drivers (Caird et al., 2008).
A device to warn of insufficient gap while turning is under development as part of the
European Commission’s DRIVE II Project “Elderly and Disabled Drivers Information
Telematics” and was tested in a driving simulator (Alexander et al., 2002). This device
would be useful in intersections as well as other turning occasions. Some products that
involve front or rear cameras are currently available. The Lexus Wide-view Front and
Side Monitor system places cameras on the front grille of the car and the right mirror
(Lexus, 2008), and the Magna Donnelly CornerVue system includes cameras in the front
bumper (Murphy, 2007). Both systems display views on a screen and may improve vision
around corners. No further information is available, as the manufacturers declined to
comment on these systems or any current research into efficacy for older drivers.
The Interaction Decision support system is being developed by the Intelligent Transport
Systems Institute at the University of Minnesota in conjunction with the Minnesota
Department of Transportation. This system involves radar sensors placed near
intersections that warn drivers via an in-vehicle device of a small turning gap
(Intersection Decision Support Fact Sheet, 2008). The CICAS is under development and
aims to reduce crashes at intersections by preventing violations of stop signs and traffic
lights. It involves sensors at the intersection that gather information about local traffic
signal conditions and send information to a computer in the approaching vehicle in order
to trigger warnings as the vehicle approaches the intersection (Chan & Bougler, 2005).
Recent work endeavored to determine the most useful combination of warning
modalities. It was determined that the best warning system includes a voice auditory
warning that says “stop light,” a flashing visual display of an icon, and a haptic pulse
(Maile et al., 2008). The haptic pulse was found to be the most important warning
component in this system. Subjects were balanced between gender and three age ranges,
with the oldest subjects in the 60-70 age group. Sample size was not adequate to test for
differences in reaction to the warnings by age group or gender.
8

2.2.2

System evaluated as part of current effort

The effort described here, Task 1 of Enhancing the Effectiveness of Safety Warning
Systems for Older Drivers, is concerned with the evaluation of a failure-to-obey warning
system that combines an in-vehicle interface with information transmitted via
infrastructure components and is consistent with the previous work within the CICAS-V
project. The system implemented for this research study is described in Section 3.2.2 of
this document. The in-vehicle component of the system allows the system to travel with
drivers where the consistency of a single interface can facilitate driver understanding of
the system. The information transmitted by the surrounding infrastructure provides
location- and situation-specific information that would not be available to a system solely
contained within a vehicle.
Previous work involving this warning system was aimed at determining an appropriate
combination of alert modalities. The current effort took the next step by evaluating the
warning system in situations where drivers, particularly older drivers, may benefit from
warnings alerting them to impending failure to obey a traffic signal or stop sign. This
evaluation also aimed to understand whether there was a difference in system benefits for
older drivers and younger adult drivers, and whether some older drivers benefited more
than others. This distinction between the two groups of older drivers was made by
identifying factors that have placed older drivers at a higher risk for crashes. This twopronged approach in understanding the possible benefits of a warning system is unique.
Many evaluations of warning systems include older drivers as an age group; however,
older drivers with risk factors that differentiate them from other adult drivers are often
excluded from those studies. Such exclusions allow the comparison of performance
across age groups without the confounding factors often associated with advancing age.
Inclusion of older drivers with risk factors in this evaluation will allow another level of
understanding of the benefit of the system.

2.3 Identifying Older Drivers at Greater Risk of Crashes
Age alone does not explain the higher incidence of accidents among older drivers, so
factors that co-exist with greater age are considered. Health conditions in general may or
may not increase older drivers’ risk of motor vehicle crashes. The presence of some
health conditions, such as cardiovascular disease or stroke and diabetes, has not been
consistently shown to increase motor vehicle crash risk (McGwin et al., 2000; Sims et al.,
2000; Koepsell et al., 1994; Delaney et al., 2006; Koepsell, et al., 1994; Kennedy et al.,
2002). However, persons with cognitive or physical impairment from specific
conditions, such as Alzheimer’s disease or Parkinson’s disease, may be at increased risk
of motor vehicle crashes (Gorrie et al., 2007; Johansson et al., 1997; Dobbs et al., 1998;
Rizzo et al., 1997; Wood et al., 2005; Zesiewicz et al., 2002; Uc et al., 2006; Uc et al.,
2007).
Cognitive impairment is an important risk factor for crash risk in older drivers, but it is
not the only health condition that may increase crash risk. Physical impairment may
influence crash risk as well. Motor functions and physiological factors such as loss of
mobility in the head and neck may challenge drivers when entering an intersection (Isler
et al., 1997). Vision problems are a relevant specific risk for crashes. Older drivers with
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low vision reported more problems with both near and distance acuity and with physical
obstructions than did older drivers with normal vision (McGregor & Chaparro, 2005),
and decreased visual acuity and contrast sensitivity were associated with self-reported
difficulty in high-risk driving situations (McGwin et al., 2000). For example, loss of
contrast sensitivity due to cataract in one or both eyes may predict crash involvement
(Owsley et al., 2001). Other physical indicators, such as at least one fall in the past year
or foot reaction time, may be risk factors for crashes in older women (Margolis et al.,
2002). Additionally, history of involvement in motor vehicle crashes may predict future
accidents (Daigneault et al., 2002).
2.3.1

Detecting risk factors in older drivers

This project does not focus on any one particular risk factor or a specific category of risk
factors for older drivers. This study compares the performance of drivers who can be
classified as normal to that of drivers who can be classified as at risk. For this reason,
several risk factors will be used as inclusion criteria for the at-risk group. It will be
necessary both to classify potential participants during the screening process prior to
enrollment in the study and to document the risk factors of participants after enrollment.
Based on personal characteristics revealed by the literature to increase crash risk,
evaluations have been identified that should be useful for identifying persons who are at
higher risk for crashes and who are suitable research participants. These evaluations will
include both cognitive risk factors and physical factors.
2.3.1.1 Cognitive evaluations
Cognitive tests have successfully predicted crash risk for older drivers. Trail-making A
and Trail-making B are tests of executive function, and both Trails A (De Raedt &
Ponjaert-Kristoffersen, 2001; Szlyk et al., 2002) and Trails B (Ball et al., 2006; Szlyk et
al., 2002; Rizzo et al., 1997; Richardson & Marottoli, 2003) frequently predict driving
ability or crash risk. Clock drawing tests may predict crash risk and driver ability (De
Raedt & Ponjaert-Kristoffersen, 2001; Freund et al., 2005). The MMSE is widely used to
assess cognitive function and is sometimes found to be an independent predictor of crash
risk (Johansson et al., 1996; Marottoli et al., 1994; Molnar et al., 2007; Stav et al., 2008).
One group found that MMSE score was particularly predictive of score in a driving test
for subjects with mild Alzheimer’s disease or vascular dementia, while the predictive
ability of the test was weaker or unclear among control subjects (Fitten et al., 1995). The
Telephone Interview for Cognitive Status (TICS) may be an acceptable substitute for the
MMSE if subjects must be evaluated by telephone instead of in person (Ferrucci et al.,
1998).
2.3.1.2 Physical evaluations
Visual tests that may be useful for predicting crash risk or driving performance include
visual acuity, contrast sensitivity, and Useful Field of View (UFOV). Visual acuity tests
(De Raedt & Ponjaert-Kristoffersen, 2001; Marottoli et al., 1998), the Humphrey Field
Analyzer visual field test (Wood et al., 2008), the FACT Contrast sensitivity slide-B
(Stav et al., 2008), the Pelli Robinson contrast sensitivity test (Janke & Eberhard, 1997)
or brightness acuity test (Rubin et al., 2007), and the Motor-Free Visual Perception
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(MFVP) test may be useful (Ball et al., 2006) predictors of driving performance or crash
risk. However, a composite measure of vision may more successfully assess crash risk. A
study of Pennsylvania drivers found that neither visual acuity nor horizontal visual field
tests independently predicted crash risk in the 3.67-year period prior to vision screening,
but a pass/fail score that included the domains of visual acuity, horizontal visual fields,
and broad contrast sensitivity was associated with increased crash involvement (Decina
& Staplin, 1993). UFOV is an extremely strong predictor of driving ability (Clay et al.,
2005), with high sensitivity and specificity (Ball et al., 1993). It is widely used in
research and generally successful at predicting crash involvement or driving ability (Ball
et al., 2006; Stav et al., 2008; Rizzo et al., 1997; De Raedt & Ponjaert-Kristoffersen,
2001). Physical and motor tests have been less successful at predicting crash risk or
driving performance; however, a neck rotation test (Marottoli et al., 1998) or a postural
sway test (Wood et al., 2008) may be useful. A rapid walk test may be useful (Stav et al.,
2008), as may a foot tap test (Molnar et al., 2007). Several methods for screening for
and documenting risk factors will be employed. Screening of potential participants will
employ telephone interview questions focusing on identified risk factors. Documentation
of participants’ risk factors will take place during the study visit through the use of
cognitive and physical tests.
2.3.2

Participant screening and risk factor documentation

Screening participants for cognitive and physical risk factors is necessary in order to
assign them to the age and risk categories outlined in the statement of work. The most
efficient method would be to employ telephone screening tools prior to enrollment to
minimize the number and length of visits necessary for study participation. Screening
procedures are described in Section 3.3 of this document. Documentation of risk factors
once participants are enrolled during their study visit will allow specific tools for
evaluating risk to be compared to performance in the experimental drives. Evaluations
for documentation of risk factors are described in Section 3.4 of this document.
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3 METHODOLOGY
This section begins with a discussion of the experimental design and the independent and
dependent measures. This is followed by a description of the participant groups and the
experimental protocol for the study visit to the National Advanced Driving Simulator
(NADS). The methodology described here was utilized in the main data collection.
Following the pilot test, two intersection events that produced the highest percentages of
violations in the baseline condition during the pilot test of scenario drives were chosen to
be the focus of main data collection: tree-obstructed stop sign (25%) and moving-truckobstructed stop light (50%). Other events included in the pilot drive were removed or
changed for the main study data collection. Section 3.5 discusses the driving scenario
events, distraction task placement, and system detection of specific intersections.

3.1 Experimental Design
Three participant groups were evaluated with and without the in-vehicle warning system,
resulting in a 3x2 between-subject factorial experimental design. This section discusses
these independent variables, how they were combined to create the experimental
conditions, and the dependent variables.
3.1.1

Independent variables

3.1.1.1 Age and risk
Age was a between-subject variable at three levels: “normal” middle drivers (25-55 years
old), “normal” older drivers (>65 years old), and “at risk” older drivers (>65 years old).
Potential participants were assigned to the “normal” and “at risk” groups using telephone
screening questionnaires. Descriptions of these questionnaires are included in Section
3.4.1.
3.1.1.2 In-vehicle system presence
The presence of the in-vehicle system was also a between-subject variable presented at
two levels (present and not present). Half the participants in each age group completed
the experimental drive with the in-vehicle system and the other half completed the drive
without the in-vehicle system.
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Table 2 Experimental conditions
# of
participants
6
6
6
6
6
6
3.1.2

Age Group
Middle Normal
Middle Normal
Older Normal
Older Normal
Older At Risk
Older At Risk

In-vehicle System
present
not present
present
not present
present
not present

Dependent measures

Dependent variables for analysis included two categories of measures: safety and
confirmatory. The safety measures address questions relating to the benefit of the
system. Confirmatory measures were used to confirm experimental conditions associated
with the simulator drives and in-vehicle system, such as distraction tasks and system
warnings. Descriptions of the dependent measures are included in Table 3.
3.1.2.1 Safety measures
The primary benefit measure, violations, documented when participants violated the stop
signs or traffic lights. Analyses explored group differences in violations to evaluate the
influence of the in-vehicle system, as well as participant group.
Number of violations cannot tell the whole story. A driver may stop past the stop bar,
which is a violation, but not encroach on the pathway of cross traffic where there is a
possibility of a collision. While a driver stopped in this position may not be in immediate
danger of a collision, it is less safe than stopping behind the stop bar. Similarly, a driver
who stops significantly behind the stop bar is not in danger of a collision with oncoming
traffic, but the view of oncoming traffic may be impaired by the position. The stopping
zone variable captured differences in stopping with and without the system relative to the
stop bar. The zones in this variable were defined in a manner similar to that used in the
CISAS-V project work. The six zones were:
 Premature Stop – driver stopped with front of vehicle more than 1½ car lengths
before the stop bar
 No Violation – driver stopped with front of vehicle less than 1½ car lengths
before stop bar
 Violation Zone – driver stopped with front of vehicle past the stop bar, but the
rear of vehicle remains before the stop bar
 Intrusion Zone – driver stopped with entire vehicle past the stop bar, but front of
the vehicle does not protrude into the path of cross traffic
 Collision Zone – driver stopped with some part of vehicle in the path of cross
traffic
 Did Not Stop – driver did not stop at intersection
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An illustration of the violation, intrusion, and collision zones is included in Figure 1. The
zones were defined for each of the intersection geometries within the simulator drive.
3.1.2.2 Confirmation measures
The confirmation measures documented experimental conditions associated with the
simulator drives and the in-vehicle system, such as the alert timing and distraction task
trigger, but do not speak directly to whether or not there was a safety benefit when the
system was present. Confirmation variables provided assurances that the events
happened as expected or explanations for how the event differed from expected. These
variables were particularly useful in pilot testing as a final high-level check of system and
scenario function. They then formed the basis for analysis of main study data, much like
checking distributions of continuous variables to confirm that the assumptions of the
planned statistical analysis were met.
Table 3 Dependent Measures

Variable
Violation
Stopping zone

Stopping position

Safety Measures
Definition
Did the participant stop before stop bar
Six categories based on participant’s stopping
distance from the stop bar, exact distances
specific to each intersection geometry
Distance from front bumper to participant’s
vehicle to stop bar
Confirmation Measures
Confirms alerts happened when expected
Confirms alerts happened when expected

Alert trigger
Time to stop bar at
alert
Distraction task trigger Confirms distraction task was triggered when
expected
Distraction task
Number of times button on CD player was
engagement
pressed
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Units
Categorical
Categorical

Feet

Binary
Seconds
Binary
Count

Figure 1 Illustration of violation, intrusion, and collision zones

3.2 Test Devices
The test devices include the driving simulator, NADS-1, in which the experimental drives
were run, the in-vehicle warning system being studied in this work, and the distraction
task that was employed during the experimental drives.
3.2.1

NADS-1

The NADS-1 driving simulator, owned by NHTSA and located at The University of
Iowa, comprises a 13-degree-of-freedom motion base with a 24-foot-diameter dome in
which a Chevrolet Malibu cab was mounted for this study. Inside the dome, the cab was
mounted to the floor through four hydraulic actuators. The dome can rotate about its
vertical axis by 330 degrees in each direction and was mounted on top of a traditional
hydraulic hexapod, which in turn was mounted on two belt-driven beams that could move
independently along the X and Y axes in a 64-foot-by-64-foot bay. The visual system
consisted of eight liquid crystal display (LCD) projectors that project a 360-degree photorealistic virtual environment. The front three projectors had a resolution of 1600 x 1200.
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The right and left projectors had a resolution of 1280 x 1024. The three projectors in the
back had a resolution of 1024 x 768. All scenery was updated and displayed 60 times per
second. A complete statement of capabilities can be found in the NADS Statement of
Capabilities (National Advanced Driving Simulator, 2007).
3.2.2

In-vehicle intersection violation warning system

The in-vehicle system was designed to provide alerts when a driver was likely to violate a
red light or stop sign at an intersection. The system used vehicle location, traffic signal
state, and timing to determine probability of violation. The system conformed to the
specifications provided by NHTSA, which were based on the recommendations for invehicle specifications included in the CICAS-V. However, there were some variations in
the implementation of the warning system for this study. One variation was the absence
of brake pedal depression resulting from the activation of the vehicle braking system. It
was decided through collaboration with NHTSA that this component of the system alert
would not be implemented due to budget constraints.
The system was active throughout the simulator drives in which it was present, with an
assumed communication range of 300 meters prior to each intersection. A violation was
predicted by a time to arrival to the stop bar of an intersection of less than tcrit given the
following equation derived from the CICAS-V critical stop distance equation (Maile et
al., 2008):

where treact (reaction time) was 1.5 s, and alim(vi) (assumed rate of deceleration for a
given velocity) was specified as a contestant 0.35 g (D. Band, personal communication,
December 15, 2008). In other implementations, alim may be a function, alim(vi,) to match a
given velocity with a driver specific deceleration. Also, no violation warning was given
if the participant’s time to arrival to the stop bar was less than the time to red (Maile et
al., 2008). In other words, if the participant could make it through the yellow light before
the light turned red, no violation warning was given. In addition, no violation warning
was given if the participant’s speed was below 5 mph (D. Band, personal communication,
May 26, 2009). The visual alert was reset after a warning 5 seconds after the participant
had come to a stop (speed < 0.4 mph), or when the participant had crossed the midpoint
in the intersection.
The system alert included three display components: a visual icon, an auditory alert, and
a brake pulse. Specifications for the visual icon were as follows, and the icon display is
shown in Figure 2:


Size: 0.68° X 0.68° visual angle
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Independently addressable high-intensity blue and red LEDs



A display is mounted on the center of the dashboard



The same icon is used for stop signs and stop lights



At a pre-established time to arrival at an intersection, the icon becomes blue and
steady



On warning activation, the icon becomes red and flashes at 4 Hz with a 50% duty
cycle (125 ms on, 125 ms off) until 5 seconds after the participant has crossed the
stop line

Figure 2 Visual alert icon
The visual alert hardware was installed in the NADS-1 Malibu cab in a manner consistent
with the above specifications. The auditory alert was presented simultaneously with the
visual icon and was a voice alert. Two sound files were utilized: “stop light” or “stop
sign” for system-predicted violations at traffic-signal-controlled intersections and stopsign-controlled intersections, respectively. The alerts were recorded using a female voice
and were presented at approximately 75 db measured from the driver’s head. The brake
pulse followed the same profile as the examples provided in the CICAS-V work (Maile et
al., 2008); however, adjustments were made to accommodate the motion washout in
NADS-1. Specifications for the brake pulse are below, with braking profiles in Figure 3:


The brake pulse was triggered immediately before the onset of the visual and
auditory warnings, such that deceleration would reach .10 g at the same time as
the visual and auditory warnings



The total pulse duration was approximately 0.6 seconds



The peak pulse was reached between 0.25 and 0.35 seconds after the onset of the
visual/auditory warning



The brake pulse was shut off after a predefined brake pressure defined by the
driver
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Figure 3 Brake pulse profile in NADS-1
3.2.3

Distraction task

Researchers used a distraction task to create situations in which drivers may receive an
alert from the in-vehicle system. Drivers who are distracted are more likely to not see
traffic signals or to notice them later than undistracted drivers; in such situations there
may be a greater benefit to the system than with undistracted drivers. The number of
opportunities for participants to receive a system alert was limited during a 20-minute
drive. Including a distraction task provided more opportunities for the participants to
experience a system warning. Activation of system warnings was necessary for
determining whether there was a benefit associated with the system.
The distraction task employed for this study asked the participant to change the track on
the CD player that exists in the console of the vehicle cab. This is a common in-vehicle
task that has been successfully implemented in other research studies, such as the
NHTSA-funded study Advanced Vehicle-based Counter Measures for Alcohol Related
Crashes, and was one of the distraction tasks used by the CICAS-V project to determine
the alert configuration specified in this study. Additionally, this task allowed collection
of confirmation variables regarding participant engagement in the task by recording the
number of times the participant pushed the button to change the CD track. Researchers
chose a single task for this protocol to minimize the required training for participants in
hopes of retaining “at-risk” older drivers.
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During the briefing, researchers instructed participants on the use of the CD player and
presented an example of the auditory prompt to begin the task and a diagram of which
buttons they would use to complete the task. The auditory prompt--“Please adjust the CD
player. Select track ___ now.”--asked the participant to change to a specific track. The
CD in the player contained several tracks of silence so that noise from a CD was not an
additional distraction during the drive. Engagement in the task could be confirmed by the
number of button presses needed to advance the CD track as requested. The task was
included in the practice portion of the simulator drive to allow participants to experience
the audio prompt and become familiar with the CD player in the cab.
Researchers employed an incentive ruse to encourage participants to change the CD
track. During training, they told participants that a portion of their pay would be based
on their ability to change the CD track correctly and in a timely manner. The perceived
financial incentive to complete the requested task was intended to encourage participants
who may have chosen to ignore the task in some situations to engage in the task.
Researchers revealed the ruse after the participants completed their simulator drives, and
all participants who completed the study received the full $30 in compensation. In a
debriefing statement, researchers asked participants not to reveal the ruse to other
potential participants in order to maintain the effectiveness of the ruse throughout data
collection.

3.3 Participants
Participants fit into one of three groups: “normal” middle drivers (25-55 years old),
“normal” older drivers (>65 years old), and “at risk” older drivers (>65 years old). “At
risk” was defined as participants whose scores on the Health and Mobility Classification
questionnaire (Appendix 1) or the TICS (Appendix 2) showed they had physical and/or
cognitive risk factors for involvement in a driving accident. “Normal” was defined as
participants whose scores did not reach the thresholds on the Health and Mobility
questionnaire and the TICS that would put them in the “at risk” category. Eight “at-risk”
older drivers participated in the pilot study: four with and four without the warning
system. Thirty-six, twelve from each age group, participated in the main study, as noted
in Table 2.
3.3.1

Recruitment method

Researchers used two volunteer databases to identify potential participants for this study:
 The NADS database of potential participants
 The STAR Registry at the University of Iowa Center on Aging
3.3.2

Inclusion/exclusion criteria

Potential participants had to fall into one of the age groups in this study and meet general
driving and health criteria to enroll. Potential participants were classified as at risk if
they scored 30 or less on the TICS or 10 or more on the Health and Mobility
questionnaire during the pre-study screening procedure discussed in Section 3.4.1.
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3.4 Experimental Procedures
This section discusses the details of participant participation in this study, beginning with
recruitment and continuing through the end of the visit to the NADS facility.
3.4.1

Recruitment

The first step of the experiment was recruitment. All potential participants underwent a
pre-study screening procedure that began with the Driving and General Health Screening
Procedure (Appendix 3). The general criteria included being either 25 to 55 or over 65
years old, holding a valid driver’s license, and minimum driving frequency of once per
week. The health criteria helped ensure the safety and comfort of participants in the
simulator by excluding persons with conditions such as epilepsy, proneness to dizziness
or motion sickness, claustrophobia, and people currently undergoing chemo or radiation
therapy for cancer. Potential participants were also screened for risk factors associated
with older drivers’ higher incidence of driving accidents using the Health and Mobility
Classification questionnaire (Appendix 1) and the TICS (Appendix 2). The Health and
Mobility Classification questionnaire includes questions about physical and behavioral
factors that indicate a higher risk for crashes. It was created for this study based on the
risk factors revealed by the literature review as described in Section 2. The TICS
identifies cognitive impairment, which is a risk factor for crashes in older drivers. These
questionnaires each provided a score and a threshold for the classification of “normal” or
“at risk” based on the individual’s score. Drivers in the age range of 25-55 years old had
to be considered “normal” based on scores from the Health and Mobility questionnaire
and the TICS to be appointed to the study. Participants over 65 years of age were
appointed to either the “normal” or “at risk” group as indicated by their scores on the
Health and Mobility questionnaire and the TICS. If the participant met the screening
criteria, they were asked to report to the NADS facility for a study visit. Information
provided by potential participants during the telephone screening was not kept because it
was obtained prior to informed consent. Risk factor data was collected during
participants’ study visit and is described below in Section 3.4.2. Participants received the
NADS Demographic and Driving Survey (Appendix 4) by mail so they could complete it
and bring it to their study visit.
3.4.2

Simulator drive visit

Participants completed the informed consent document (Appendix 5), a payment voucher,
which required a social security number for University payment (Appendix 6), and a
video release document or video release with altered ID document (Appendix 7).
Participants filled out the NADS Driving and Demographic survey, as well as several
evaluations for risk factors associated with traffic accidents in older drivers. These
evaluations were included during the study visit because the information gathered during
the screening process could not be kept because it was gathered prior to the participant
giving informed consent. Researchers documented the level of risk using the following
evaluations:


Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) (Appendix 8)



Visual acuity-near and distance, and contrast sensitivity
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Rapid Walk, Foot Tap, Neck Rotation tests (Appendix 10)

The MMSE examined general cognition (Johansson et al., 1996; Marottoli et al., 1994;
Molnar et al., 2007; Stav et al., 2008), and the vision exams documented visual
impairment that may affect driving ability (Wood et al., 2008; De Raedt & PonjaertKristoffersen, 2001; Marottoli et al., 1998; Stav et al., 2008; Janke & Eberhard, 1997).
Finally, the rapid walk (Stav et al., 2008), foot tap (Molnar et al., 2007), and neck
rotation tests (Marottoli, et al., 1998) documented mobility issues.
Four evaluations in the pilot data collection protocol were not included in the main data
collection. They were:


PTSD Checklist (Appendix 11)



Trail Making B (Appendix 12)



Clock-drawing (Appendix 13)



Vision tests for visual fields

These evaluations did not prove to be useful in documenting the risk factors in the selfselected group of volunteers interested in participating in driving studies.
After the paperwork and evaluations were completed, the participant went through a selfpaced PowerPoint presentation (Appendix 14) that included a description of the
distraction task and the in-vehicle system and what they could expect in the simulator.
The presentation also stated that a portion of their pay would be based on their ability to
accurately complete the distraction task in a timely manner. This information was a ruse
designed to encourage engagement in the task. The ruse was revealed after the
participants’ drive, and all participants were paid the full amount. The research assistant
answered any questions the participant had about the information in the presentation.
The last survey that participants completed prior to their drive was the Pre-Drive Survey
(Appendix 15), which asked about their confidence driving in several situations and their
recent alcohol and drug use.
After the participant completed the survey, a set of stickers was applied to the
participant’s face to facilitate eye tracking during the simulator drives. A research
assistant escorted the participant to the simulator and rode in the simulator with the
participant in case a medical emergency were to occur.
Once they were in the simulator, the participant heard a set of instructions and completed
the simulator drive, which was approximately 15 minutes. During the first part of the
drive, participants became acquainted with the simulator cab and practiced stopping in
the simulator. Since there was only one simulator drive combining both a practice or
familiarization portion and a data collection portion, an opportunity to check for
simulator sickness was necessary. Halfway through the drive, when the participant came
to a stop at the red light, an audio prompt played, asking the participant to report how
they were feeling at that time with the answer options of:




I am feeling OK.
I am not feeling OK.
I want to stop.
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If the participant responded that they were feeling OK, the drive continued when the
traffic light turned green. If the participant responded they were not feeling OK, the
drive was paused and the research assistant in the vehicle administered the Wellness
Survey (Appendix 16) and determined whether the drive continued. A restart point
created at the same point in the drive allowed participants to continue with the drive after
completing the Wellness Survey. If the participant responded to the prompt that they
wanted to stop driving, the drive ended and the participant was brought back to the dock
to exit the simulator.
The participant filled out a Wellness Survey (Appendix 16) at the end of the simulator
drive. This survey, combined with the wellness report in the middle of the drive, was
used to evaluate whether the participant was experiencing any signs of simulator
sickness. After the drives, a research assistant escorted the participant back to the study
room and asked the participant to fill out the following questionnaires:



A realism survey used by NADS to enhance the realistic features of the simulator
cab and drives (Appendix 17)
Post-Drive Questionnaire (Appendices 18 and 19)

Following the short Realism Survey, information about the in-vehicle system that was
presented during the briefing was reviewed with the participant again if they requested it.
The participant was then asked to complete the Post-Drive Questionnaire. There were
two versions of the Post-Drive Questionnaire, one for participants who experienced the
in-vehicle system (Appendix 18) and one for those who did not (Appendix 19). Finally,
the debriefing statement (Appendix 20) was given to the participant, revealing the
incentive ruse and asking that they refrain from discussing the details of the simulator
drive with other potential participants until a date when we expected data collection to be
complete. The research assistant reviewed the participant’s payment voucher with the
full amount of compensation and answered any questions. When all of the necessary
information was filled out, the participant was free to leave.

3.5 Experimental Drives
This section describes the virtual environment in which the simulator drive took place,
the experimental events, and the order in which the distraction task was presented. Each
participant completed a simulator drive of 14-20 minutes. During the simulator drive,
they passed through several controlled intersections: eight traffic lights and six stop signs.
The intersections for which the system was active in the system-present experimental
condition are described in Section 3.5.2 below. Distraction tasks were presented
throughout the drive during events and at non-critical times between intersections to
reduce the association of the distraction task with an intersection and are illustrated in the
discussion of the experimental drives.
3.5.1

Scenario and virtual environment

The road network consisted of a main four-lane road. Speed limit signs were placed
throughout and established the speed limit as 35 mph. The environment for the simulator
drive included two urban sections, each with six intersections labeled A-F in Figure 4.
The two urban sections were separated by an arterial section of shallow curves.
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3.5.2

Simulator drive

The simulator drive began at the top of the environment in Figure 4. Experimental events
occurred at several intersections in the urban sections, as well at a stop signs with
crosswalks placed in the arterial section. The asterisks (*) in Table 4 indicate how the
distraction tasks were distributed throughout the drive as well as which intersections were
detected by the warning system in the system-present experimental condition. The
intersection labels listed in the first column of Table 4 indicate the location of each
intersection in the database in Figure 4 in the order the participant encountered them.
The distraction tasks noted with a yellow tag in Figure 4 correspond to distraction tasks
between intersections as noted in Table 4.
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Figure 4 Simulator drive intersections and distraction tasks
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Table 4 Scenario Events and Distraction Task Orders
Intersection

A1
B1
C1

General

General

D1
E1
F1

General

Arterial 1
Arterial 2
A2
B2
C2
D2
E2
F2

3.5.3

Event Type

Distraction
Task

Description
Distraction task between intersections
Green Light
Unobstructed Stop Sign
Green Light
Distraction task between intersections
Unobstructed Stop Sign
Green Light
Red Light

Audio prompt for wellness report
Obstructed
Tree-obstructed Stop Sign
General
Unobstructed Stop Sign
Distraction task between intersections
General
Red Light
General
Unobstructed Stop Sign
Green Light
General
Unobstructed Stop Sign
Green Light
Dilemma
Moving-truck-obstructed Light
with Traffic
Cue

System
Detects
Intersection

*
*
*
*
*

*

*

*
*

*
*

*
*
*

*

*

Scenario events

Some intersections did not include experimental events. Participants encountered green
lights at intersections A1, C1, E1, C2, and E2. The traffic light was green upon the
participants’ approach and remained green until the participant had passed through the
intersection. Analysis of the data collected for the green light events was not expected
within the scope of this study. The events in the simulator drives were designed to
present participants with two types of situations in which drivers may be aided by the invehicle system, obscured traffic signals and dilemmas
3.5.3.1 Obscured traffic signals
Researchers presented obscured traffic signals in hopes of understanding the potential
benefit of the system in situations where drivers have limited warning of the presence and
state of a traffic signal in the absence of the in-vehicle system. There was one obstructed
stop sign event. The first of the two stop signs in the arterial section was obscured by
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tree (Figure 5), which was placed at a point in the drive that corresponds to a driveway
leading from parking lot. Crosswalks and pedestrians in the area were included to
provide context for the stop signs in the arterial section.

Figure 5 Tree-obstructed stop sign in arterial segment
3.5.3.2 Dilemma
The final event of the drive at intersection F2 was a dilemma with a traffic cue (Figure 6).
As the participant approached the intersection, a truck was ahead of the driver in the right
lane and a car was ahead of the driver in the left lane. The truck obstructed the view of
the traffic light above the right lane. The light changed from green to yellow as the
vehicles ahead entered the intersection, allowing the vehicles to pass through the
intersection without violation. The light changed from yellow to red while the truck
obscured the participant’s view of the traffic light; however, the yellow light above the
left lane was visible. A vehicle was behind the participant to encourage maintenance of a
headway to the trucks that allowed the obstruction of the traffic light.
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Figure 6 Truck-obstructed stop light at intersection F2
3.5.3.3 General events
There were also general events that did not include environmental factors that may signal
the driver to behave in a specific way, such as encouraging either compliance or violation
of the traffic signal. These events were the red lights and unobstructed stop signs.
Unobstructed stop signs were presented in the arterial segment (Figure 7) at intersections
B1, D1, B2, and D2 (Figure 8). Red light events were presented at intersections F1 and
A2 (Figure 9).
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Figure 7 Unobstructed stop sign in arterial segment

Figure 8 Unobstructed stop sign at intersection D2
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Figure 9 Red light at intersection A2
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4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The objectives of this study were:
1) Determine the range of driver response to intersection violation warnings
2) Determine the effect of driver group (middle normal, older normal, older-at risk)
The data analysis for this effort made comparisons between the age groups for range of
driver response. The primary question was whether or not there was a safety benefit to
the presence of the intersection violation warning system. The safety variables discussed
in Section 3.1.2.1 addressed this question.

4.1 Confirmation of Experimental Conditions and Statistical
Assumptions
4.1.1

Participants

Thirty-six participants in three age-risk groups completed the study protocol with 12
participants (6 men and 6 women) in each age-risk group. The mean age for each agerisk group was: middle-normal mean 35.6 years (std.dev. 9.9), older-normal mean 74.4
years (std. dev. 6.1), and older-at-risk mean 78.7 years (std. dev. 5.2). Prior to analysis of
the dependent variables, confirmation of the experimental conditions was necessary.
4.1.2

Age and risk group assignment

Confirmation began with a comparison of the “at risk” group assignment from the
screening procedures with risk factors indicated by the evaluations conducted during the
study visit. The presence of a risk factor was based on the scores for the evaluations as
described in Table 5.
Table 5 Evaluation scores indicating risk
Evaluation
MMSE
Visual Acuity - far
Visual Acuity - near
Contrast Sensitivity
Rapid Walk
Foot Tap
Neck Rotation

Indication of Risk Factor
Score of 23 or less
Less than 20/40
Less than 20/40
Score below normal for any of
the frequencies tested
Greater than 7 seconds
Greater than 8 seconds
Fail; unable to read time

Type
Cognitive
Visual
Visual
Visual
Physical
Physical
Physical

The cumulative risk factors documented in each age-risk group of participants are shown
in Figure 10. More risk factors were documented in the middle-normal and older-normal
age-risk groups than expected. However, there was a clear trend for the older groups to
have more risk factors, with the older-at-risk group having the highest number of
documented risk factors. The extent to which each risk factor was documented in each
group can be seen in each of the data series noted in the legend of Figure 10.
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35
Cumulative Risk Factors

30
25
Contrast Sensitivity

20

Visual Acuity
15

Neck Rotation

10

Foot Tap
Rapid Walk

5
0
Middle Normal Older Normal

Older At Risk

Figure 10 Cumulative risk factors by age-risk group
No participants were below the cut-off score for the MMSE exam. The Rapid Walk,
Foot Tap, and Neck Rotation tests followed the trend seen across the age-risk groups in
general, with the Neck Rotation test being the only one of the three documented in the
middle-normal group, and to a lesser degree in the older-normal group than in the olderat-risk group. Participants with visual acuity less than 20/40 in both eyes were seen only
in the older-normal group. Visual acuity of at least 20/40 in one eye is a licensure
requirement in the state of Iowa. It can be speculated that the occurrence of this risk
factor only in the older-normal group was due to visual acuity becoming a factor for that
age group without their knowledge. Members of the older-at-risk group, on the other
hand, were more aware of risk factors because they were noticing a cumulative presence
of risk factors and were more careful to mitigate as many as possible. Contrast sensitivity
was documented as less than normal for some participants in all three age-risk groups,
but again for the fewest number of participants in the middle-normal group, for more
participants in the older-normal group, and for the highest number of participants in the
older-at-risk group.
4.1.3

Event, alert and distraction conditions

Researchers thoroughly tested scenario events, warning system alerts, and distraction task
conditions during integration of the driving scenarios into the NADS-1 simulator.
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Confirmation that scenario events, system alerts, and distraction tasks continued to
function as expected was carried out during participant drives through visual observation
by staff in the cab and in the control room. No notations of events, alerts, or distraction
tasks functioning differently than expected were made during the study drives.
Additionally, a review of the frame number within the data stream at which the
components of the alerts were triggered revealed that alerts were triggered as expected.
The data verification continued with an examination of the reduced simulator data for any
inconsistencies between the calculated outcome variables (stop zone and stopping
position) and the alert conditions. Five instances of a violation were found where no
violation was or would have been issued. In all five instances, the participants slowed
normally, slowing below the 5 mph cutoff for system warnings before crossing the stop
bar and coming to a stop within seven feet past the stop bar. No change to the outcome
variables were made because the system functioned as specified.
4.1.4

Normality and outliers

Researchers completed a univariate analysis to verify normality and identify outliers in
the continuous dependent variable stopping position, measured in units of feet. No
transformation of the data was necessary; however, three data points were identified as
outliers. The outliers were large positive values that were separated from the closest data
points by 20 to 50 feet. The positive value of these outliers indicates they were extremely
premature stops by participants and all three instances occurred in the older-at-risk group.
These three data points were removed from the data set for the analysis of the stopping
position variable.

4.2 Safety measures
The primary question asked in this study, whether or not there was a safety benefit to the
presence of the system, focused the analysis on the outcomes at intersections: violations
and stopping zones. Two additional analyses, the effect of driver group and the range of
driver response, considered whether there was a greater benefit for one age-risk group
and whether the age-risk groups responded differently to the presence of the system.
The first step in analysis was to create a data set appropriate for the experimental
question. Intersections at which the driver was not expected to stop, for example, green
lights, are not of interest and were removed. Similarly, intersections that the system did
not detect and therefore could not have issued a warning for were also removed from the
data set. This produced a data set that included six intersections (Table 6) that the
warning system detected and at which the participants were expected to stop (stop signs
and red lights).
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Table 6 Stop-expected system-detected intersections
Event
Intersection
Type
Arterial 1
Arterial 2
A2
B2
D2
F2

Description

Obstructed
General
General
General
General
Dilemma
with
Traffic Cue

System
Detects
Intersection
*
*
*
*
*

Distraction
Task

Tree Obstructed Stop Sign
Unobstructed Stop Sign
Red Light
Unobstructed Stop Sign
Unobstructed Stop Sign
Moving Truck Obstructed
Light

*

*

*

*

Two outcome variables were analyzed: violation and stopping zone. Violation had three
levels: stopped with no violation (before the stop bar), stopped with violation (after the
stop bar), and did not stop. Stopping zone had six levels: premature stop, stopped with
no violation, violation zone, intrusion zone, collision zone, and did not stop. Table 7
shows the frequency of outcome for each level of the stopping zone and violation
variables. The higher frequency of participants stopping in the violation zone with the
system than without should be considered in conjunction with the frequency for did-notstop. It was probable that some of the participants with the system who received
warnings of possible violations attempted to stop at the intersection, but were unable to
do so before the stop, resulting in a stop with violation rather than no stop at all.
Table 7 Frequency table of system presence by stopping zone

System
Presence

Stopped,

Stopped,

No Violation

With Violation

Premature Normal Violation Intrusion Collision
Stop
Stop
Zone
Zone
Zone

Did
Not
Stop

Totals

No System

6

65

4

4

0

29

108

With System

2

74

18

3

0

11

108

8

139

22

7

0

40

216

Totals

The alignment of levels of violation and stopping zone is shown in Table 8. No
participants stopped in the collision zone of the stopping zone variable at any
intersections. While coming to a stop in the violation or intrusion zone is technically a
violation, it is also a stop before there is the potential of a collision with cross traffic at
the intersection. This allowed the outcome at each intersection to be condensed into
stopped and did not stop.
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Table 8 Violation and stopping zone variable levels
Variable

Variable Levels

Violation

Stopped No Violation

Stopping
Zone

Premature
Stop

Stopped
No
Violation

Outcome

4.2.1

Did Not
Stop

Stopped With Violation
Violation

Intrusion

Collision

Did Not
Stop
Did Not
Stop

Stopped

Effect of system presence

2
A statistically significant effect of the presence of the warning system  (1, N=216) =
9.94, p=0.0016) is evident in Table 9 and Figure 11 where there were 29 (27%) instances
of not stopping at an intersection when the system was not present compared to only 11
(10%) when it was.

Table 9 Frequency table of system presence by outcome, stopped – did not stop
Outcome
System Presence

Stopped

Did Not Stop

Totals

No System

79

29

108

With System

97

11

108

176

40

216

Totals

120
97

Frequency of Outcome

100
80

79

60

No System
With System

40

29

20

11

0
Stopped

Did Not Stop

Figure 11 Frequency of outcome by system presence
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4.2.1.1 Outcomes by individual event
As noted from the literature review, stop signs pose a greater problem for older drivers
than traffic lights. Both traffic lights and stop signs are included in the six stop-expected
system-detected events, so considering individual events during the study drive may
prove interesting. The frequencies for individual events did not have cell counts high
enough for a chi-square analysis, but the outcomes for the individual events reveal an
expected pattern for older drivers: did-not-stop outcomes occurred primarily, but not
exclusively, at stop signs. The pattern of more did-not-stop outcomes without the system
than with the system is shown in Figure 12. Two events were designed to promote
violations: Arterial 1 – Tree-obstructed Stop Sign and F2 – Moving-truck-obstructed Stop
Light. These events were successful at promoting violations as seen from the “no
system” condition. The absence of did-not-stop outcomes at the moving-truck-obstructed
light illustrates the benefit of the system in situations involving traffic signals in addition
to stop signs. There were no did-not-stop outcomes at two intersections, A2 - Red Light
and D2 - Unobstructed Stop Sign, which are not included in Figure 12.
20
18
Did‐Not‐Stop Outcomes

16
Arterial 1 – Tree
Obstructed Stop Sign

14
12

Arterial 2 ‐ Unobstructed
Stop Sign

10
8

B2 ‐ Unobstructed Stop
Sign

6

F2 ‐ Moving Truck
Obstructed Stop Light

4
2
0
No System

With System

Figure 12 Did-not-stop outcomes for individual events
4.2.2

Effect of age group

Frequency of the variable outcome by age group is shown in Figure 13. The effect of age
group on outcome did not reach statistical significance. However, a trend can be seen in
Figure 13 with 18 instances of not stopping for an intersection in the older at-risk group
and fewer instances for the older normal (12) and middle normal (10) groups.
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70

Frequency of Outcome

60

60

62

54

50
40

Older At Risk
Older Normal

30

Middle Normal

18

20

12

10

10
0
Stopped

Did Not Stop

Figure 13 Frequency of outcome by age-risk group

When the outcome for each age group was further broken down by system presence, the
pattern for each of the age groups was quite similar. For the older at-risk group, there
was a statistically significant effect of system presence 2 (1, N = 72) = 4.74, p<0.0295),
shown in Figure 14 and Table 10. While the effect of system presence was not significant
for the older normal and middle normal groups, the pattern of outcome was the same:
fewer did-not-stop outcomes with the system than without.
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Frequency of Outcome

30
Stopped,
No System
Stopped,
With System
Did Not Stop,
No System
Did not Stop,
With System

25
20
15
10
5
0
Older At Risk

Older Normal

Middle Normal

Figure 14 Frequency of outcome within each age group
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Table 10 Frequency of outcome by system presence for older at-risk group
Outcome
Older At-risk
System Presence

Stopped

Did Not Stop

Totals

No System

23

13

36

With System

31

5

36

54

18

72

Totals

The significant effect for older at-risk drivers associated with the presence of the system
presented the question of whether the older at-risk participants may have benefited more
from the system than other age-risk groups. Understanding whether there was a
difference in the benefit across the age groups required a different approach to the data
analysis. A continuous variable was created by calculating the proportion of did-not-stop
violations for each participant. There was a statistically significant effect for both agerisk group (F(2,30)=3.33, p=0.0493) and system presence of the system (F(1,30) = 20.77,
p< 0.0001); however, the interaction between age-risk group and system presence did not
reach statistical significance (F(2,30)=0.77, p<0.4723). These results are illustrated in
Figure 15. The benefit to the presence of the system was again clear with the proportion
of did-not-stop outcomes decreasing across all age groups. However, the absence of a
significant interaction between age-risk group and system presence left the question of a
greater benefit to older at-risk drivers unanswered. It is possible this interaction would
have reached statistical significance with a larger sample size.

Mean Proportion of Did‐Not‐Stop
Outcomes

0.50
0.45
0.40
0.35
0.30
Older At Risk

0.25

Older Normal

0.20

Middle Normal

0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00
No System

With System

Figure 15 Proportion of did-not-stop outcome by age-risk group
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4.2.3

Range of driver response

Mean Distance Before Stop Bar (ft)

The range of driver response was investigated by an analysis of stopping position, a
continuous variable. The data set for this analysis included only instances where the
participant stopped at the six system-detected intersections; did-not-stop outcomes were
excluded. For this variable, a positive value indicated a stop before the stop bar as the
participant approached the intersection and a negative value indicated a stop past the stop
bar (a stop with violation). A mixed linear model was employed to evaluate differences
in stopping position between the age-risk groups and the system presence groups.
Neither age-risk group nor system presence reached statistical significance. Interestingly,
the mean distance before the stop bar was slightly higher for the participants who did not
have the system than for those who did across all age groups.

10
9
8
7
6

Older At Risk

5
4

Older Normal

3

Middle Normal

2
1
0
No System

With System

Figure 16 Stop position by age-risk group and system presence
This may seem counter-intuitive until the effect of receiving a warning from the system is
considered: drivers who would not have stopped at the intersection received an alert and
therefore attempted to stop. The more aggressive braking would have produced shorter
stopping distances before the stop bar (lower positive values) and stopping distances past
the stop bar (negative values), which would create lower mean distance from the stop bar
with the system.
Two additional variables were analyzed to look at stopping behavior in greater detail:
maximum brake reaction time to event and maximum brake value. No significant effect
was found for maximum brake value. There was a significant effect on maximum brake
reaction time for age-risk group (F(2,167)=5.3, p=0.0059), as shown in Figure 17, and a
nearly significant effect for system presence. The interaction did not reach significance.
The higher reaction times with the system than without the system indicate that
participants began braking earlier when the system was present. When combined with
the generally lower maximum brake values, the results support the benefit associated the
presence of the system discussed above.
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Maximum Brake Reaction Time (s)

18
16
14
12
10

Older At Risk

8

Older Normal

6

Middle Normal

4
2
0
No System

With System

Figure 17 Maximum brake reaction time by age-risk group

Mean Maximum Brake Pressure (lb)

45
40
35
30
25

Older At Risk

20

Older Normal

15

Middle Normal

10
5
0
No System

With System

Figure 18 Maximum brake pressure by age-risk group

4.3 Survey and Questionnaire Data
This section provides an overview of some of the questionnaire data concerning
participant’s views of the warning system. Participants were asked about their
perceptions of the warning system in the Post-Drive Questionnaire (Appendices 18 and
19). There were two versions of this questionnaire, one for participants who experienced
the warning system and one for those who did not. A summary table of responses for all
items on both versions of the questionnaire as well as an explanation of the rating scales
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used for each item can be found in Appendix 21. The mean ratings will be presented in
parentheses in the discussion below.
4.3.1

Participants who experienced the warning system

4.3.1.1 Perceived benefit and desirability
While participants were confident in their ability to drive safely without the warning
system (1.561), they agreed that the system made driving safer for themselves and others
(1.941) and would help them drive more carefully (2.281), but were fairly neutral about
whether it would help them avoid a potential crash (2.941). Participants also found the
system to be useful (-0.942) and satisfying, (–0.402). Participants felt they were familiar
with the operation of the system (2.391) and trusted the system (2.221). They also felt the
system was reliable (2.111) and knew when it was active (1.781).
Participants indicated they would be willing to pay for this system if its cost was $300
(3.283), and when asked how much they would pay for the system the mean response was
$470, with a range of $0 to $2000. The system was the seventh most frequently chosen
option in a list of fourteen vehicle options with other safety systems, such as side impact
airbags, ESC, and tire pressure monitoring gauge, chosen more frequently and
entertainment systems chosen less frequently. Participants did not view the system as
annoying (3.331) or intrusive (3.671).
4.3.1.2 Functionality of the system
Participants disagreed that the timing of the alert was too late (3.281). In open-ended
questions, participants found the timing of the alert to be good, with 12 (67%) responding
it was good or about right. While four responded that the alert came too late, only one
thought it came too early. Seven participants considered the blue light icon that indicated
the system was active and detected an intersection part of the alert and indicated it as the
first part of the alert they noticed. Of the three alert components--red light icon, audio
warning, and brake pulse--the audio warning was noticed first by most participants (6),
the red light by a few (3), and the brake pulse by none.
4.3.2

Participants who did not experience the warning system

Participants who did not experience the system were slightly less confident in their ability
to drive safely without the system (2.001) than those who experienced the system. They
also tended to disagree that the system would make driving safer for themselves and
others (3.671) and that it would help them drive more carefully than they normally would
(3.111); those who experienced the system agreed with those statements. Not

1

Likert-type five point scale: 1=strongly agree, 2= mildly agree, 3=agree and disagree equally,
4= mildly disagree, 5=strongly disagree
2
numerical scale from -2 to +2 anchored by pairs of adjectives with the positive adjective, such
as useful, anchoring the -2 end of the scale and the negative adjective, such as useless, anchoring
the +2 end of the scale
3
Likert-type scale: 1=definitely would not consider, 2, 3=might or might not consider, 4,
5=definitely would consider
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surprisingly, participants who did not experience the warning system also felt they were
less familiar with how it operates (2.831) than those who did experience the system.

4.4 Discussion
There was a significant overall benefit associated with the presence of the warning
system. There were nearly three times more did-not-stop outcomes without the system
(27%) than when the system was present (10%). This was particularly true in situations
where the presence of a stop sign or the state of a traffic light would be more difficult for
drivers to detect. Additionally, it is possible that the drivers most at risk of crashes may
benefit most from the presence of the system as implied by the greatest change in didnot-stop outcomes in the older at-risk group even though the trend did not reach statistical
significance. The benefit associated with the system was also seen in the stopping
position data. Participants who experienced the system warning stopped instead of
driving through the intersection, resulting in more stops past the stop bar, but before the
collision zone.
There was also a general perception among those who experienced the system that it
improved driving safety and that the system helped drivers drive more safely. The
disagreement with these statements by those who did not experience the system may
indicate that experiencing the system reveals its benefit to users. The positive perception
of the system coupled with the benefit seen in did-not-stop outcomes indicates that an
intersection violation warning system would be welcomed and used by drivers.
The results of this study will be used to develop better crash warning interfaces for the
broad range of drivers, including those who are older, who will be using the technology.
One program with that focus is the Human Factors for IntelliDrive (HFID) program.
HFID is focused on developing effective interfaces for the various IntelliDrive
applications that do not increase driver distraction. The HFID program will be able to
leverage the results of the current study in assessing driver needs.
Design recommendations based on this work are limited; however, the safety benefit seen
here shows that a CICAS-V type warning system worked well for both older and younger
drivers. However, it should be noted that the system implemented here differed from the
CICAS-V recommendations in some ways. Specifically, brake pedal depression resulting
from the activation of the vehicle braking system was absent, and the minimum speed for
alert was lowered to 5 mph from 15 mph.
It should also be noted that this experimental design and protocol included simple
situations at intersections and did not examine potential unintended consequences of the
presence of the system. The data from this study are from a first-time single use of the
system. How drivers would respond to the system over time is unknown, and over
reliance is a possibility. It is also not clear from this work how drivers would respond to
the warning system in more complex situations such as intersections with cross traffic
present, the presence of tailgating vehicles, and the presence of pedestrians crossing the
road at intersections. Additionally, only one system specification was used, and systems
using different alert timings and combinations may not show the same benefits. This
study showed a system benefit; however there are a number of untested conditions
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(traffic situations, systems differences, levels of system experience) that could produce
differing levels of safety impact.
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APPENDIX 1: HEALTH AND MOBILITY
CLASSIFICATION QUESTIONNAIRE
Score
Has a doctor ever told you that you should no longer drive?

yes = 10; no =0

Has a doctor ever told you that you have cataracts?

yes = 5; no = 0

Has a doctor ever told you that you have Macular degeneration?

yes = 5; no = 0

Has a doctor confirmed for you that you have experienced symptoms
of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) in the last six months?

yes = 7, no = 0
3 points for each
situation

Do you avoid driving in some situations?
Some examples:
- at night

- in certain weather conditions

-on certain types of roads

- certain types of intersections

-alone
Other situations, please describe…
Do you have trouble looking over your shoulder?

yes = 5; no = 0

Do you have trouble walking for one block or climbing one flight of
stairs?

yes = 5; no = 0

Have you fallen to the floor or ground in the past year?

yes = 5; no = 0
Total Score

Scores of 9 or less are considered “normal”
Scores of 10 or more are considered “at risk”
If the participant is:


“Normal” (score 9 or LESS)
 Any Age then
 Administer TICS Questionnaire



“At Risk” (score 10 or GREATER)
 Age 25-55 then
 Proceed to Closing for DOES NOT MEET CRITERIA on Driving and General
Health Screening
 Do not schedule study appointment
 Age > 65 then
 Proceed to Closing for MEETS ALL CRITERIA on Driving and General
Health Screening
 Schedule appointment for study participation and assign participant number in
the > 65 AT RISK group
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ADMINISTER TICS Questionnaire if potential participant considered “normal”
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APPENDIX 2: TELEPHONE INTERVIEW FOR
COGNITIVE STATUS (TICS)
For this I need your distractions to be minimal. So please turn off your television and radio. Please
make sure that newspapers, calendars, and pens and pencils are out of reach.
Question

Score

Max Score

1.

Please tell me your full name? (1 point each first, last)

2

2.

What is today’s date? (year) (season) (date) (day) and (month)?

5

3.

Where are you right now? (house number) (street) (city) (state) and (zip)

5

4.

Count backwards from 20 to 1.
2 pts if completely correct on the first trial,; 1 point if completely correctly
on second try.; 0 points for anything else

2

5.

I’m going to read you a list of ten words. Please listen carefully and try to
remember them. When I am done, tell me as many words as you can, in any
order. Ready? The words are: (cabin) (pipe) (elephant) (chest) (silk)
(theatre), (watch), (whip), (pillow), (giant). Now tell me all the words that
you can remember.
One hundred minus 7 equals what?
And 7 from that?

10

6.

5

And 7 from that?
And 7 from that?
And 7 from that?
Stop at 5 serial subtractions. (1 point for each correct subtraction. Do not
inform the subject of incorrect responses, but allow subtractions to be made
from last response (e.g. “93-85-78-71-65” would get 3 points))
7.

What do people usually use to cut paper? (scissors) or shears)

1

8.

How many things are in a dozen? (12)

1

9.

What do you call the prickly green plant that lives in the desert? (cactus)

1

10. What animal does wool come from? (sheep or lamb)

1

11. Say this: “No ifs, ands or buts.”

1

12. Say this:: “Methodist Episcopal

1

13. Who is the President of the United States right now (first and last name)

1

14. Who is the Vice-President of the United States (first and last name)

1

15. With your finger tap 5 times on the part of the phone that you talk into. 2
points for 5 taps, 1 point for more or less than 5 taps.
16. I’m going to give you a word and I want you to give me the opposite. For
example, the opposite of “hot” is “cold.”
What is the opposite of “west” (East)

2
1

17. What is the opposite of “generous?”

1
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(selfish, greedy, stingy, tight, cheap, mean, meager, skimpy, other good
antonym)
TOTAL

41

Scores of 31 or greater are considered “normal”
Scores of 30 or less are considered “at risk”
If the participant is:



“Normal” (score 31 or GREATER)
 Age 25‐55 then



Proceed to Closing for MEETS ALL CRITERIA on Driving and General
Health Screening
Schedule appointment for participation and assign participant number in the 2555 NORMAL group

 Age > 65 then





Proceed to Closing for MEETS ALL CRITERIA on Driving and General
Health Screening



Schedule appointment for study participation and assign participant
number in the 65 and Older NORMAL group

“At Risk” (score 30 or LESS)
 Age 25-55 then
 Proceed to Closing for DOES NOT MEET CRITERIA on Driving and General
Health Screening
 Do not schedule study appointment
 Age > 65 then
 Proceed to Closing for MEETS ALL CRITERIA on Driving and General
Health Screening



Schedule appointment for study participation and assign participant
number in the 65 and Older AT RISK group
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APPENDIX 3: DRIVING AND GENERAL HEALTH
SCREENING PROCEDURE
NADS Phone Screening Procedures

For a participant to be eligible for a study they must meet ALL of the following criteria:




Be able to participate when the study is scheduled
Meet all inclusion criteria
Pass the health screening

Overview
The purpose of this research study is to understand the helpfulness of a safety warning system for
older drivers.
Study Information, Time Commitment and Compensation
Being a part of this study involves one study visit that will last about 2 hours. You would have to
come to the Oakdale Campus to participate.

You would also have to sign a consent form, fill out surveys before and after your study drive, eye
exams, and training of the safety warning system you will be using while driving in the simulator.
If you agree to participate in this study, you will be paid up to $30 for your time and effort. A portion of
your payment depends on your ability to change the track on the CD player in the car during your study
drive. Specifically, $10 of your pay will be based on whether you change the CD track the correct number
of tracks in a timely manner. This task is not difficult and it is expected that you will receive the entire
$30.

Willing to participate?
Are you still interested in being in this study?
 If YES, continue with Inclusion Criteria
 IF NO, ask if he/she would like us to keep him/her in our recruitment database
for consideration of future participation.
o

IF NOT interested in future studies and wish to be removed from database
- Make note regarding deletion
- Reason if given
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Inclusion Criteria ~ General Driving Questions
Overview
Before this list of questions is administered, please communicate the following:
I will need to ask you several questions to determine whether you are eligible to be in this
study.


If a participant fails to meet one of the following criteria,
 STOP as soon as exclusion criterion is evident and proceed to Closing
(Do not complete the Health Screening)

1) Do you have a valid U.S. Driver’s License?
 If YES - Are there any restrictions on your driver’s license?
Vision - Acceptable if vision is corrected to 20/20 with lenses
Hearing Loss – Acceptable if corrected to within normal range with

hearing device

Inclusion criteria:




Valid U.S. driver’s license
Doesn’t use Mechanical aid
Doesn’t have Prosthetic aid

2) What is your age?
Inclusion criteria:



25 - 55 years old
65 years or older

3) How often do you drive?
Inclusion criteria:


Drives at least once per week

4) Do you use any special equipment to help you drive such as a pedal extension,
hand brake or throttle, spinner wheel knob, seat cushion or booster seat?
Inclusion criteria:



Doesn’t uses pedals extensions, hand brake or throttle, spinner wheel knobs, or other
non-standard equipment that would limit interpretation of accelerator pedal, brake
pedal, or steering inputs.
Doesn’t use seat cushion or booster seat AND is custom fit to their car, if not custom
fitted request they bring seat with them for driving

5) Do you currently have any mobility problems that we should be concerned about which would
require extra staff to assist you? (Cane, walker, or crutches)
Inclusion criteria:
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To be determined by PI and participant circumstances at present time

6) Have you ever participated in a driving simulator study before?
Inclusion criteria:


Has not participated in any driving simulator study during the last year.

7) Have you participated in a research study about in-vehicle safety systems
in the past year?
Inclusion criteria:




Has not participation in a research study about in-vehicle safety systems in the past year
If all Inclusion Criteria are met,
Proceed to General Health Exclusion Criteria
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General Health Exclusion Criteria
Overview
Before administering this list of questions, please communicate the following:
 Because of pre‐existing health conditions, some people are not eligible for
participation in this study.
 I need to ask you several health‐related questions before you can be scheduled
for a study session.
 Your responses are voluntary and all answers are confidential.
 You can refuse to answer any questions and only a record of your motion
sickness susceptibility will be kept as part of this study.
 No other responses will be kept.


If a participant fails to meet one of the following criteria, proceed to the Closing (If unsure about
exclusion criteria, consult Principal Investigator )

1) If the subject is female and under 65 years old:
 Are you, or is there any possibility that you are pregnant?
Exclusion criteria:


If there is ANY possibility of pregnancy

2) Have you been diagnosed with Cancer, Crohn’s Disease or Hodgkin’s Disease?
 If YES, is the condition still active?
 Are there any lingering effects?
 If YES, do you care to describe?
Exclusion criteria:



3)

Cancer (receiving any radiation and/or chemotherapy treatment currently or
within last 6 months)
Crohn’s disease active in the last year
Hodgkin’s disease

Do you have Diabetes?
 If yes, do you take insulin or any other medication for blood sugar?
NOTE: Type II Diabetes accepted if controlled (medicated and under the supervision of
physician)
Exclusion criteria:



Type I Diabetes - insulin dependent
Type II – Uncontrolled (see above)
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4) Do you suffer from a heart condition such as disturbance of the heart rhythm or have
you had a heart attack or a pacemaker implanted within the last 6 months?
 If YES, please describe?
Exclusion criteria:



History of ventricular flutter or fibrillation
Systole requiring cardio version (atrial fibrillation may be acceptable if heart
rhythm is stable following medical treatment or pacemaker implants)

5) Have you ever suffered brain damage from a stroke, tumor, head injury, or infection?
If YES, what was the reason?
Exclusion criteria:



6)

A stroke within the past 6 months
An active tumor
Any visual loss, blurring or double vision

Have you ever been diagnosed with seizures or epilepsy?
 If YES, how frequently and what type?
Exclusion criteria:


A seizure within the past 12 months

7) Do you have Ménière's Disease or any inner ear, dizziness, vertigo, or hearing?
 Wear hearing aides - full correction with hearing aides acceptable
 If YES, please describe.
 Ménière's Disease is a problem in the inner ear that affects hearing and balance.
Symptoms can be low- pitched roaring in the ear (tinnitus), hearing loss, which may
be permanent or temporary, and vertigo.
 Vertigo is a feeling that you or your surroundings are moving when there is no actual
movement, described as a feeling of spinning or whirling and can be sensations of
falling or tilting. It may be difficult to walk or stand and you may lose your balance
and fall.
Exclusion criteria:


Any recent history of inner ear, dizziness or vertigo

8) Do you currently have a sleep disorder such as sleep apnea, narcolepsy or
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome?
 If YES, please describe.
 Sleep apnea: how long under treatment and was treatment successful
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Exclusion criteria:

9)

 Untreated sleep apnea
 Narcolepsy
 Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
Do you have any respiratory disorder?
 If YES, please describe.
 Accept if condition is controlled
Exclusion criteria:


Oxygen therapy

10) Do you have migraine or tension headaches?





If YES, what is the nature of this pain? (How severe? Where pain is located?)
How frequent and when was the last headache?
Are you currently taking medication for these headaches?
(Women only) Are your headaches associated with your menstrual cycle?
Exclusion criteria:





Medication taken daily for chronic headaches
Any narcotic medications
Headaches that occur more than 2 times a month
Headache within the past 48 hours

11) Do you currently have untreated anxiety disorder or claustrophia?
 If YES, please describe.
Exclusion criteria:


Agoraphobia, hyperventilation, or anxiety attacks

12) Are you currently taking any prescription or over the counter medications?
 If YES, what is the medication?
 Are there any warning labels on your medications, such as potential for
drowsiness?
Exclusion criteria:


Sedating medications or drowsiness label on medication UNLESS potential
participant indicates they have been on the medication consistency for the last 6
months AND states they have NO drowsiness effects from this medication
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13) Do you experience any kind of motion sickness?
 If YES, what were the conditions you experienced: when occurred (age), what
mode of transportation, (boat, plane, train, car), and what was the intensity of
your motion sickness?
 On a scale of 0 to 10, how often do you experience motion sickness with 0 = Never
and 10 = Always
 On a scale of 0 to 10, how severe are the symptoms when you experience motion
sickness with
0 = Minimal and 10 = Incapacitated
Exclusion criteria:



One single mode of transportation where intensity is high and present
More than 2 to 3 episodes for mode of transportation where intensity is
moderate or above



Severity and susceptibility scores rank high

Because we need to know whether you have any risk factors for some types of driving accidents I will be
asking you a few more questions.

Your answers will determine if you continue to meet the study criteria.

ADMINISTER Health and Mobility Classification Questionnaire

ADMINISTER Telephone Interview for Cognitive Status (TICS)
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Closing
MEETS ALL CRITERIA

Instructions for Subjects:



Determine how subject wants to receive directions to appointment at the National Advanced
Driving Simulator (mail or email) and obtain contact information.
Confirm mailing address to send NADS Demographic and Driving Survey
 Survey will be sent for participant to complete and bring to study appointment

Instructions for Subjects for Driving Visits:


Refrain from drinking alcohol and taking any new prescription or over the counter drugs for the 24
hours preceding your driving session. Ibuprofen, Tylenol, aspirin, and vitamins are acceptable to
take prior to driving session.



Bring Driver’s License with you to appointment.



We ask that cell phones and pagers be turned off or left home as they are not allowed while
participating in the driving study.



Request following of all subjects:
 Wear flat shoes to drive in
 No hats worn or gum chewing allowed while driving
 Refrain from wearing artificial scents (perfume or cologne) as some staff allergic to
scents



You will be required to wear a seat belt while driving.



If appointment is before 8:00 am or after 5:00 pm explain how to use Call Box on front entrance
of building.



Give directions, explain where to park and ask them to check in at the front desk inside the main
entrance.

DOES NOT MEET CRITERIA:


Explain that this study requires meeting all of the above conditions (If necessary, explain
condition not met)



Thank the person for their time and remind them that they may qualify for a future study and ask if
they wish their name to be placed in our database to be called for future studies.
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APPENDIX 4: NADS DEMOGRAPHIC AND DRIVING
SURVEY
Study:
Date:
Participant:

ODSS

ODSS2009~Pl001AS

NADS Demographic and Dr iving Survey
The following questions ask about you and your health, your personal vehicle, and your driving
patterns. Please read each question carefully. If something is unclear, leave the question blank and
ask the research assistant for help at your study appointment. You do not have to answer any
questions you do not wish to.

Background Information
1)

'lllhat is your birth date?
Month

2)

D"

Year

What is your gender?
"' Male
.., Female

3)

What is your marital status? (Check only one)
.., Single
.., Married
"l Domestic Partnership
"l Separated or Divorced
"l Widowed

4)

What is your present employment status? (Check only one)
"l Unemployed
"l Retired
"l Work part-lime

.., Work full-time
.., None of the above

5)

What type of work do you do (e.g ., teacher, law enforcement official, homemaker)?

Continue to next page
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6)

Of which ethnic origin(s) do you consider yourself? (Check aU that apply)
..,
..,
..,
..,
..,
..,
..,

7)

American Indian/Alaska Native
Asian
Black/African American
HispaniciLatino
Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander
White/Caucasian
Other

What is the highest level of education that you have completed? (Check only one)
"l
"l
"l
"l
"l
"l
"l
"l

Primary School
High School Diploma or equivalent
Technical School or equivalent
Some College or University
Associate 's Degree
Bachelor's Degree
Some Graduate or Professional School
Graduate or Professional Degree

Continue to next page
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2

Driving Experien ce
8)

How old were you when you started to drive? _ _ _ _ years of age

9)

How old were you when you got your FIRST driver's license? _ _ __ years of age

10)

Approximately how many miles do you drive per year in each vehicle type? (Check only
one)
,
,
,
,
,

11)

Under 2,000
2,000 _ 7,999
8,000 .12,999
13,000 · 19,999
20,000 or more

How often do you drive? (Check the most appropriate category)
-, Less than once weekly
-, At least once weekly
-, At least once daity

12)

How frequently do you drive in the following environments?
(Check only one for each environment)

I

~
13)

Do you avoid driving in any of the following situations?
-,
-,
-,
-,

at night
in certain weather conditions
on certain types of roads
certain types of intersections

14)

What speed do you typically drive on the highway when the speed limit is 55 miles per
hour?
mph

15)

What speed do you typically drive on the highway when the speed limit is 65 miles per
hour?
mph

16)

Have you ever participated in any special driving schools (e.g., Driver's education, AARP
or insurance courses, racing school, or as part of law enforcement training)?

, No
, Yes (Please describe) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Continue to next page
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3

Personal Vehicle
17)

Whatlype of automobile do you drive most often?
Year

Make (e,g., Ford, Toyota)

Model (e.g., Escort. Cellca)

a. Which of the following features does this automobile have? (Check all that epply)
None of these
=AirBag
Anti-Lock Brakes
Autom atic Transmission
_ _ CBRadio
_ _ CD/Cassette Player
Cruise Control
__ Power Brakes
_ _ Power Steering
Radar Detector
_ _ SunIMoon Roof
_ _ Other technologies (e.g., trip computer, vehicle information center)
Please list other technolog ies: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

b. After having driven the vehicle, please rank your features from most to least Important to
you today. Leave blank features that your vehicle does not ha ve. (1. most Important)
_ _ None of these
_ _ Air Bag
Anti-Lock Brakes
Automatic Tra nsmission
CB Radio
=
CO/Cassette Player
Cruise Control
_ _ Power Brakes
_ _ Power Steering
Radar Detector
SunIMoon Roof
=
Other technologies (e.g., trip computer. vehicle information center)
P lease list other technologies: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Continue to next page
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Vio lati o ns
18)

Within the past five ye ars, how many movin9 viol ations have you rece ~e d?

00

a 1-2
0 3-4
o Sor more
o Not sure

19)

Wrthin tho past fIVe years, have you received a ticket for any of fhe follO\oVing? (Please check a
response for each ticket)

Speeding
Going too slowty
Failure to yield right of way
Disobeying traffic lighls
Disobeying traffic signs
Improper passing
Improper tuming
Reckless driving
Following another car too closely
Driving while intoxicated

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

O1her (please specify t ype and frequenc y of viola1ion)

Continue to next page
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Accidents
20)

In the past five years, how many times have you been the driver of a car involved in an
accident?
, 0 (Go to question # 21)

""
"

' 4 or more

Please provide the following information for each accident.
Accident 1
Was another vehicle involved?
Was a pedestrian involve d?
Were you largely responsible for this accident?
Did you go to driver's rehabilitation?

No

,,

y"

,,

,,

,,

No

,,

y.,

,,

,,

,,
,,

y"

Weather Condition:
MonthNear:
Brief Description:

Accident 2
Was another vehicle involved?
Was a pedestrian involved?
Were you largely responsible for this accident?
Did you go to driver's rehabilitation?

,,

Weather Condition:
MonthlYear:
Brief Description:

Accident 3

No
Was another vehicle involved?
Was a pedestrian involved?
Were you largely responsible for this accident?
Did you go 10 driver's rehabilitation?

,,
,,

Weathe r Condition:
MonthNear:
Brief Description:
Brief Descri tion:

Continue to next page
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Health Status
21)

lNhat type of presaiption glasses or contact lenses are you ......earing as you drive in today's
study? (Check only one)
D None (Go to queslion # 22)
Single Lens Glasses
Bifocals
TrWoeals
Contact Lenses

o
o
o
o

b) Hcr.v many years ago did you obtain your current pair of gtasses/contact lenses? (Check
only one)

00-3

o More than 3

c) lNhattype of visual probl6m do you have? (Chec k only one)

o Oislance - can only see ~ems that are near without glasses
D Near - can only see items that are far away wnhout glasses
o Oislance and Near - cannot see ~ems that are near or rar without glasses
D other
22)

Do you currentfy have symptoms of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)?

, No
"1 Yes
23)

00 you currenlly use a hearing aid? (Check only one)

o

No
DYes
24)

Has a doctor ever told you that you have cataracts?

O No

o Yes
25)

Has a doclor ever told you that you have Macular degeneration?

ONo
DYes
26)

Has a doclor ever told you thai you should no longer drive?

o No
DYes
27)

Have you fallen to the floor or ground in the past year?

ONo
OY~

Continue to next page
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28)

Have you ever suffered brain damage from any of the following : (Check all that apply)

o Stroke
o Tumor
o Head injury
D Infedion
b. Do you still experience any of the of the following symptoms: (Check all that apply)

o Weakness, numbness, or funny feeling s in the arms. legs or face

o Any trouble swallowing or slurred speech

o Any uncoordination or loss of control
o Any trouble walking, thin king, remembering, talking, or understanding?

29)

How often do you experience motion sickness? (Circle only one)

o

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

,

g

Never

30)

I 10
Always

How severe are your symptoms when you experience motion sickness (Circle only one)

o

2

3

4

5

6

None

7

8

9

I 10 I
Severe

Continue to next page
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Other Studies
Have you participated in other driving studies?

31)
"1
"1

No (End of questionnaire)
Yes (please provide details for each study you have participated in below)
Study 1
What vehicle was used for this study? (Check only one)
Actual car· only
Another simula tor not at the National Advanced Driving Simulator only
The National Advanced Driving Simulator (motion simulator) . only
The National Advanced Driving Simulator (static simulator). only
Both. actual car and another simulator
, Both · actual car and the National Advanced Driving Simulator (motion)
"1
"1
"1
"1
"1

+

Brief Description:

Study 2
What vehicle was used for this study? (Check only one)
Actual car· only
Another simulator not at the National Advanced Driving Simulator· only
The National Advanced Driving Simulator (motion simulator)· only
The National Advanced Driving Simulator (static simulator) - only
Both· actual car and another simulator
"1 80th - aclual car and Ihe National Advanced Oriving Simulalor (molion)

,
,
,
,
,

Brief Description:

Study:3
What vehicle was used for this study? (Check only one)
Actual car· only
Another simulator nol al the National Advanced Driving Simulator only
The National Advanced Driving Simulator (motion simulator). only
, The National Advanced Driving Simulator (static simulator) only
, Both - actual car and another simulator
, Both actual car and the National Advanced Driving SimUlator (motion)
"1
"1
"1

+

+

+

Brief Description:

The End
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INf'ORi\IED C O NSEN T I>OCU MENT
I'n)jfff Till.,:

Enhancin g Ihe EfT.·.-ti" .,Il.,gs: of S"fety W"ming S)·st.,m$ fo r Old.,.. I)I;wn

Pri"fip:!! In\'esli gllfor;

0 :1\\'n M :u "O'h :llI. M S

Re:;e:u-ch T l'llm C onflict :

Dawn

Mar~lllIlI .

M S, 3 19-335-4774

This cons<:nl fonn describes the research study to h<:lp you decide if you want 10 participate. This fOnTl
provides important infonnut ion about wh.lI )'ou will be IISked to do during the study. aboulthe risks and
benefils of the study, and "bo ut ~'our rights as a research subj ect
• If you have any questions aoout o r do not undcr.>tand something in this fonn,. YOII sho uld ask the
re search tcrun for morc information.
• Vou sho uld discuss your participalion lI'ilh nllyone you choose such as faillil y or friends.
• Do nol agree 10 participmc in Ihis stud y unless Ihe research team has answc r.:d your qucSlions
and r ou decide Ihal yon 11':111110 be pan oflhis study.
WHAT IS Tilt: I'U RPO SE O F T HIS ST Un V?

This is a research stud y. We arc inviting )'ou to participate in thi s re search st udy be<:ause YOII arc
between the ages of25-55 or65 yeaT5 and old er. hal'e a valid U.S. dri ver' S license. and drive alleast
onee a 1I'~k.
TIle purpose of thi s rcsc.lrch study is to unden;tand the helpfulness of a safety warning system for older
drin·rs.
HOW MAN Y PI':OI'LE WILL PARTIC IPATE'!

Appro .... imately 120 peopk will take part in

thi~

study allhe University of Iowa.

HOW LONG WILL IIlE IN T HI S ST UI>Y?

If you agree to takc part inlhis stud y, your in vo[vcment will be one stud y visit that will [asl
nPl'roximawly 2 hours.
WIIAT WILL IIAPI' f:N DIl RI .... G THIS ST u nY ?

You will be senl a survey fon1l before your sc heduled "isit to the Natio nal Ad "allc~d Dri ving Simulator,
loclted at the Oakdale Rese,lrch Park. You will be asked to bring your driver'S license and thc
compl('\ed survey to your scheduled appO inlmt'111. You will he :lsked 10 show your dri v(.'1"·s license 10
';:o"fi,", you ha\'~ a valid d,i\'" ,' ~ li.;:~". ~ alld till oul a l'a)" ",,"1 foull whi.;:I, a.ks fv, )'V'" ~ ..... i:ll.~ ..",ity
number. Then staff will review the demographic ,uld dri ving survey thai WIIS mailed 10 you tltal asked
you queSlions aholll ),our driving hi story including the type of vehicles yon dri ve, yo ur license hi slory,
dri ving violatiolls .uld accidents, and drivi ng habits. W~ will also ask for yo ur birth d:ile, gend~r,
ethnicity. marital status, highest level of education completed. employment informalion. and
p,micipalion in ol h(.'1" dri l' ing stndies. ·l1lis survey nl so asks yo u abOlll yo ur health Slatus including
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visio n correction, hearing aid us.::, medicati on IISC , alld history of motion sickness.
N~X! YOll will b.! asked to comp lete se\'era lt asks and SUI"\'~)'S abolll your cogniti ve, motor, and visual
skills. and use of alcohol and dmgs. Some of thes.:: tasks and surveys wi ll be g ivcn by staff and so me
you will do yourself. Firsl, slalf w ill give you Ihe Mini MenIal Stale Examin,d ion which is a li sl of
qu~stions about c\'c ry day topics 9ueh as date, ooy, scason, ctc.

Next staff will give YOll several visio n teSls IIsing a vision lester; a visll<ll acuity test (abililY 10 see small
details) and a .::o nlrllSl sensitivil y lest (vision in low lighl Of" in part icu lar li ght ing .::onditi ons). You will
be asked to si t in a chai r wilh Ihc v isio n t~st machin e on the table in fronl of yo II, then press YOllr
forehead againsl a bar 011 the machine and n:spond to queslions about whal YOIl ca n see.
Then sta ff will ask yOIl to do thr.::e physical tasks: a rapid wa lk tcst in which )"o u to walk a stnli gh tlill e
for a specific dislancc. lum and wa lk Ihe dista nce ag.1in as fasl as yo u ca n comforta bly; a neck rOlal ion
task wh.::re yOIl w ill s it in a chair :Uld stall' wi ll ask you to tum yo ur hcad w ithout tllmin g YOllr torso: and
a fOOl tap las k in which YOIl will be ask.::d to <lltemately lap YOllr fOOl in two sp.::c ifie locations o n the
floor dire'::l ly in front of yo II. Next you will .::omp1cle a qllestiolUlai re about how olkn you drive and
your confidencc in various driving si tual ions and about your r~e.::n t akohol and dmg usc.
You will then be shown a pr.::scntation on th.:: compute r that will provide you a bricfdcscription oflhe
ink'TSection "'aming system Ihal maybc pr~.::nt during your driw, an introdudion to \h.:: simulator cab
and an exp lanati on of your study drive . During yo ur dri\'e you w ill be asked to complete se verallasks
that in\'o l\'e changing the lraeks o f a CD pl ayer in thc ca r.
Pri or to entc ring Ihe simulato r. lempor-lry Slickers wi ll b.:: applied to your face so Ihat we ma y track yuur
eye :Uld head movcments while you dri ve. If you arc allergic to latex. please infollll stud y slaff and we
wi ll usc temp<:>rary lalt oos in plac.:: of Sli.::kcl"$ conta ini ng lat~~'" If taltoos are uscd. a damp clolh will be
pressed upon the tattoo Ihal is appli.::d to your face for aboul 30 seconds afte r which Ihe damp cloth and
talt oo backing will be removed leaving Ihe laltoo. lftlllloos are used instead o f stickers, you will b.!
ask~d to I\.'move Ihe tallOOS b.::for.:: kaving. usillg your choice of several available over Ih~ coun ter
cleansers. The sticken; will b.! r.::moved althe end of the study driv\:S.
Th~ stud y staff will th.::n escort you into th e simulalor. You will Ix: ask to rompld e Ihe sludy drivc,
about 15 minut es in length. and involn-s in town driving. During Ihe drive yo u will be asked to respond
10 rul audio prompt about how you arc fed ing. lf you an.:: not feel in g we ll you will be asked to ~'(I mplcle
a survey awul how you leel . You may also say you would like to stop driving at Ih is time and th e study
dri\'c will end. After Ihe dri ve. yOIl will be <lsked 10 complete <I s uryey about how yo u feel at Ihe end of
th edriv.::.

You will be escorted oul oflhe s imulator inlo a wailing room and <lskcd to fill out two SUI"\'C~'S: one
about yo ur experi cnc.:: in the simulalor and another about the int~ rsecl i on wa rning system and drh'ing.
UPOll completion of the sun''::YS, stair wi ll finali ze your payment fonn and you will be Iree to ieave.
You lIlay skip any questions that yo u do not wis h to answer on Ihe surveys.
All driving trial s will be record ed on video_
Pag;::20f7
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The si millator conta ins sensor; that measure vehicle operation. rehicle motion. and your driving actions.
Th~ systl!m also cont ains "idco caml!TaS that capture im ages of you whi lc driving (.::.g., driver's hand
position 011 the stel!ri ng wheel. forward Hhld scene). These seusons and video cameras arc located in
such a manner that they w ill not alTect you or obs truct YOllr view while driving. 111e infol111ation
eo lkol\ed using thege S<:n9<>M ~nd video ClUnCrnS lire rccorded for on~J yg;9 by rc • .::orch stilfr ilnd mil)' i>.}
used as d.::scrib.::d in Ih.:: Confid ent ial it)' sec tion billow.

S(}C1rl /. SECURIT)' NUMI1ER 6'iSNJ USAGE
You wi ll be asked to pro\~de YOllr soc ial sec urity number o n :1 payment wx..: h er, TIle informat ion
colJ.lctcd on this loml is cnl er.::d into the University of Iowa ac.::ounlS payable syslcm arid Ihi) Uni versilY
of Il>wa will se nd you a check for the amount ofyollr cOIllpi:nsati on. The pa)ll1enl voucher is deslroyed
aller your infonllalion is ente red int o Ihe Uni vers ity of Iowa accounls payable syskm. '111e co ll ectio n of
your socia l s.::curil y number is solely for the pllrpose of payment. Your social s<:c urity numocr will not
be us.:d for an y purpose other Ihan payment.
__ I allow

YOIl

to oollect

~nd

use my social security number lor the purposes outlined abo,'.::.

__ I do NOT allow yo u to collcet or us.:: my social security number for the purposes out lined abo\"c.
( In it;,,) yo ur eho; .. e "bon)

We will keep yOUJ" name and in fonnal ion about you including birth date, contael pho ne number; and the
annu~1 milea ge you drive each year on lLI e. In th.:: future, we may conlact you 10 sce if yo II would b.::
wi lling to compkt e qu~ s tionnaires. int er.' iews, or driws relalin g the dala from this study to future
st udies. Agrt\:ing to partieipatc in Ihis st ud y docs not ob liga te you to participale in futurc sludies. You
wi ll bc askcd to gi\".:: a s;::parate consent for any future studies.

"'IIAT ARE T il E RISKS OF Till S STUDY?
You may experience o ne or more of the risks indiealed below fromlJ<:,ing in Ihis sludy. In addition to
thesc, there may be other unknown risks , or risks Ihat we did not anticipale. associated wil h being in th is
study.
The ri sk in \"oll' in g dri vi ng Ihe si mulato r is possib le disoomfort associated wilh si mul alor disorientalion.
Some participanls in driving s imul ator Shldies reportl!d f.::elirlg uncomfortab le during or atkr th c
simu lalor driv~. These fee lin gs were uSlmll y mild to moderate and consislcd of s ligh I uneasiness,
"'annlh. o r eyeslm in. Th ese elT~'Cts Iypi cally last for onl y a sho rt time. us uall y 10-15 minutes. after
lea"ing the simulalor. You may qu it driving at any tim.:: if you experience any discomfort.

If you ask to quil drivin g as a result of discomfort, you will bl! allowcd 10 quit at once. If you ask to quit
dri,·ing due 10 discomfort, you will be .:-scorted 10 a room, askcd to sil and reSI, and ofte r.::d a beveragc
and snack. A trained slafT mcmbe r wi ll dclellnine ifand when you wi ll be allowed to lea\'e. If yo u
show few o r no signs of discomfort, you will be ab le 10 go home or lransportation wi ll be alTllnged if
)'ou fed )'ou ar.:: unable to o:!ri\'C home. Iryou e,xp.!ril!nce anylhing olher Ihan s li ght cfteclS, a follow·up
call wil! be made to you 24 hours later to ensure you' re not feeling ill elTects.
Pag.! 3 of 7
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In the r.lre eve nt that nOnlla l exiti ng of th e simulator is not available, you will need to exit the simulator
th rough an altenlati,".:! path. You will be assist.:!d down a sl11allladdc-r and escort.:!d to II participant
waiting room. This could pose a minimal risk if you have dimeuh y negotiating the ladd.:: r or w~ lkway
in the simulator boly.
An experim ent er will Ill! in the back sea t of the si mulator cab to ensure yo ur safety wh il e you driv.:!.

Risks associated with latex sticki!TS can be dryness, it ching, buming, scali ng, and I.:!sions of the skin.
Risks assoc iated with temporill"Y I<lItoos can be mild ski n irritation during [Cmo"al.
Th~ quest ionnaires co llect infonnation about alcohol and drug IlSag.:!. Some of th is infonllation may
disclose i ll eg~1 activities. Data collected from questionnaires w ill rc muin confide nt ial ,uld ca n un ly be
ident iti ed by II st udy assign ed numlll!r.

WHAT l\R E THE BENEFITS OF TillS STUlW ?
You will not benefit from being il1thi8 st udy. However, we hope that, in the future, other peopl.:! might
benefit fr01llth is study of the intersection wanling system which co uld help preVl'11t driveTS from
flilmin g stop lights ulld slOP signs and resull in r.:::ducing f:ltulities and serious injuries on our roadways.

WILL IT COST ME ANYTHI NG TO DE IN TillS STUDY?
You will not have any costs for bei ng in thi s research study.

WILL I BE PAil) FOR PART ICIPATHi(;'!
You wi ll be paid for being in thi s resenrc h st udy. You will need to provide your social sec urity number
(SSN) in order for us 10 pay yo u. You may choose to participate without bcing paid if you do not wish to
provide your social security numbc-r (SSN) for this purpos<:. Yo u may also need to provide your address
if a c heck will be nlaik:d to you. lf yo ur social security number is obtained it is for payment purposes
onl y, it wi ll nOI be kept for research purposcs.
If you agri!e to participate in this study. you wi ll be paid up to $30 for your time ,lnd effort. A porti on of
your pa~'ment depends on your ability to change the track on the CD player in the car during your study
drive. Sp.:!cifically. S10 or your pay will be based on whcther you change th.:: CD track the correct
numberoftrncks in a timely manner. TIlis task is nol d imcuh and it is expecled that yon will receive th e
entir.:! $30.
You will be p3id with a check scntto the address you provide on th.:: pa)1ncnt VOUChd.

WIIO IS FUN DI NG THIS STU DY?
Th~

Nat ional Highway Trame Safety Adm inistmtion (NHTSA) is the study sponso r and funding this
l liis means that the Uni versity of Iowa is r.::c.::iving payments from NHTSA to snpportthe
activities that are required to conduc·t the study. No one o n the research te,UJl will recc i\"<: a dirl.'Cl
res~arch.
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pa}ment or increase in sala ry from NHTSA for co nducting this sludy.
WII AT A BO UT CON HIlJ<: NTIA I.ITV?

We will keep your part icipation in this research stndy conlid ~ nt ia l to the e:-.1ent pennilled by law.
H ow;:,,"~r,

il is

possibl~

Ihat othcr p.::opl.:: su.:: h as Ih oo.:: ;ndi cal.:: d bel ow mlly becom.:: aware of your

participation in this study and may inspect and co py records pertaining to this research. Some of these
r~cords could conta in infonnation that personally identifies yo u.

The following groups may have access to th e infomlati on colk-cted:
•
•
•

fcdttal go,'emmenl regulat ory agencies,
aud iting depart ments of the UuivL'TS ity of Iowa, and
th e Uni vcn; ily of Iowa In s titulion~l Review lloard (a commillee thaI revie ws and approves
rese arch sludics)

You will be assigned a study llum ber whi ch will be used instead of yo ur nanw to id"ntify all dat a
colkctcd forlhe sludy. llu: list linking yO llr stndy number and nam e will be stored in a sec ure locati on
and will be acccssible onl y to th e rese:ll"chers at the Uui" crsity of Iowa. All records and d3la contain ing
confidentia l informati on wi ll be maintain ed in loc ked offices Qr 1.'11 a scc ur~ password prot~'(:tcd
computer systems thaI are accessible to the rcsearchers, the study sponsor. (Old its agents. It is possible
that p;:rsOllS viewing the video dala may be abl e to identi fy yon. Study documelllS w ill be kept in <I
locked ,;abill~t within a sec ure building lh at can onl y be entered by research pc rsonnel. Aller compl etion
of ,DIal ys is, all hllrd co pics cxceptlhe Infomled Consc nt Documents will be scanned. placed on a CD
and placed into the NAOS arc hi val room that has limited access by designated archi val peT"SOllilel. '[b e
ori gin31lnfQnn~d Consent Docum~n ts will Ix: stor.:d in the NAOS archi val room that has limit~-d acc ~ ss
by design ated archi val personncl.

The engince rin g dat:1collected and r(;\;orded in this study (incl uding any ~ rfo nnanee sco res base d 0 11
these data) wi ll be analyze d along with d.11a gath e r~d from other participan ts. nH!Se data Illay be
IlUbHcl y released in fi na[ repons or other publications or media for sciemifi e (e.2-. professional socicty
m C~l ings). regulat ory (c.g., to ass ist in n:gul3tin g devices). edu cationa l (e.g., educat ional camp aigns for
members oflhe general public). out reach (e.g.. 11<IIionally televised programs highlightin g traffic sar"t}'
iss ucs), legislati ve (e.g., data provided to th e U.S. Congr~s to assist with law. mak ing activiltes), or
res.arch purposes (e.g., compariso n analyses with data from olher stlldi ~'S ). Engineering data may also
be releascd indi viduall y or in summ ary with th at of other pani cipants, but will no t be pr,;scnted publicly
in a way that pernlits pI.'TSonal identifi cat ion, except when present ed in conjuncti on with video data.
TIl~ "id eo d Ma (video image data recorded durin g your dri vi':) recorded in this sl udy includes yo ur
video_recorded likeness and all in.vehi cle 'lUdio including your vo ice (and may includ e. in some views.
su ~rimpos ed perfollnance iufonn atioll ). Video (Old in· vehi cle sounds wi ll be used 10 examine yo ur
dri"ing perfomlance and oth er task perfommnce whil e dri ving. Video image data (in continuous video
or still romlats) and associawd audio data may be publicly rdeased, either sep.1rat~ l y or in assoc iation
with th e appropriate cngineerin g data for sc i~ntifi c, regulatory, educati onal. Qutr~ach, I cgis lali v~. or
research purposes (as noted above).
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'ln ~

silllull1for d :lla is c~ptun::d ~nd slorcd on

h~rd

dri vcs locntt-d within ulimited access nrc'l of the

NADS !;Icilily. Access 10 s imul~tor dala is conI rolled Ihrough pelTIlissions eSlablished on a per-sludy

basis.
lfwe write a report or article about thi s sludy, or share the slndy d.1Ia Sel with other'S. we Iypically
Ihe study results in II summllri zed mllnner so thlll you ellnnOI be identified by nllme.

d<!Seri~

IS BEIN( : IN THIS ST Un y VOLUNTARY "!
Tak ing part in this rese'lrch stud y is comp lctcl~' volunlary. You ma y choose not to lake p'lrt at all. If
you decide to be in this study, you m:l)' stop participating at an y tillle. If YO Il decide nOllO be in this
slud y, or if yon stop p:lrtieipating :ll any time, you \\,on 't be penalized or lose any bendits fo r whieh you
olherwise qualify.
C an So",,,,,,, ...

)o] ,,,,

End nl\' l'rllfi("iP".tion in this S tud,"!

Under cert:lin circulIlslanees. the rcsearchern mi ght dec ide to end your participation in Ihis rC"Se nrch
stud y earl ier Ihan plmmed. This mighl happen if you fail 10 operate Ih e research vehicle in accordance
with Ihc instnK1ions provided. o r iflh~e ar~ I~ c hnieal difficulties with Ihe driving simulator.
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APPENDIX 6: PAYMENT VOUCHER
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NADS PARTICIPANT COMPENSATION VOUCHER
NADS & Simulation Center

Department
Name:
Contact Person:
Campus Address:
Campus Phone:

Sue Ellen Salisbury
127 NADS
54666

TO RECEIVE COMPENSATION, PLEASE PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:
Name: _______________________________________________________________________
LAST
FIRST
MIDDLE INITIAL

–

Social Security Number:

–

Address: _____________________________________________________________________
MAILING ADDRESS
____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________
CITY

___________
STATE

ZIP

(_______)___________________________
PHONE
Are you a U.S. citizen or resident of the U.S. or U.S.
territories?

YES

NO

If NO, complete the following information:
Date of Birth:

/

/

VISA Type: _______________________________
Tax Residency Country: _________________________________________________________
Permanent Foreign Address: _____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
FOR NADS STAFF ONLY:
Start Date:

/

/

Description: Research participant in

/

Stop Date:
ODSS

/

study.

Base Compensation $ ____________________
Incentive Payment, if applicable $ ____________________
Other $ ____________________
Total Compensation $ ____________________
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APPENDIX 7: VIDEO RELEASE
CONSENT FOR RELEASE OF VIDEO IMAGE AND AUDIO DATA
I, the undersigned, have agreed to participate in a research project to be conducted at the University of Iowa
entitled “Older Driver Safety Systems” The purpose of the study is to examine the effectiveness of a safety
warning system. As part of the informed consent form I have signed for that study, I have agreed to allow
the University, the study sponsor, and those acting pursuant to its authority, to record and use for research
purposes video image data (including my video-recorded likeness) and audio data (including my voice), as
well as, in some views, superimposed performance information (referred to below as “the Recording”). This
Consent for Release of Video Image and Audio Data pertains to the following non-research purposes the
University, the study sponsor, and those acting pursuant to its authority propose for my video image data (in
continuous video or still formats) and associated audio data, either separately or in association with the
appropriate engineering data:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Public release for regulatory purposes (e.g., to assist in regulating devices);
Public release for educational purposes (e.g., to assist with educational campaigns for members of
the general public);
Public release for outreach purposes (e.g., to nationally-televised programs highlighting traffic
safety issues);
Public release for legislative purposes (e.g., to assist the U.S. Congress with law-making/rulemaking activities).

Engineering or simulator data may also be released individually or in summary with that of others
participating in the study, but will not be presented publicly in a way that permits personal identification,
except when presented in conjunction with video image data.
I hereby authorize the University of Iowa, the study sponsor, and those acting pursuant to its authority, to
use my recorded video image and audio data, with or without related engineering or simulator data, for the
non-research purposes specified above.
I transfer and assign to the University of Iowa and the study sponsor any right, title, and interest I may have
in and to the Recording, including the copyright, and in and to all works based upon, derived from, or
incorporating the recorded data.
I irrevocably waive any right to inspect, edit, or approve said Recording in any of its forms.
I irrevocably release the University of Iowa and the study sponsor, and any of their employees, agents, and
assigns, from any and all claims that I may have at any time arising out of, or related to, the Recording or
use of the Recording, including, but not limited to, any claims based on the right of privacy, libel, or
defamation.

________________________________________________
Name of Participant

________________________________________________
Signature of Participant

________________________________________________
Date
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APPENDIX 8: MINI MENTAL STATE EXAMINATION
(MMSE)
Mini Mental State Examination
Question

Score

Max Score

18. What is the (year) (season) (date) (day) and (month)?

5

19. Where are we (state) (county) (town) (building) (floor)?

5

20. I will name 3 objects and I want you to repeat them to me after I
have said all 3. (ball, crayon, clock) You should also remember
these objects because I will ask you to repeat them in a few
moments.
21. Please count backwards by sevens starting with 100 (stop after 5
answers –93, 86, 79, 72, 65). Alternative- Spell the word
“world” backwards (d-l-r-o-w).
22. Please recall the 3 objects I told you earlier.

3

23. Show the subject a pencil and a watch and have him tell you
what they are.
24. Please repeat the following phrase: “No ifs, ands or buts.”

2

5

3

1

25. Take this piece of paper in your right hand, fold it in half, and
put it on the floor”
26. Read and obey the following: CLOSE YOUR EYES

3

27. Write a complete sentence on this sheet of paper.

1

28. Copy this design. (a piece of paper with 2 intersecting
pentagons)
TOTAL

1
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APPENDIX 9: VISUAL SCREENING
, PlIrlki

~nt

10\'

VISION SCREENING RECORD FORM

I I I I
Sub ec\ Nwnlxr

I I I/ITleD

OOSS

Dale

SIUd}'

Subloct Imloals

T his S("rl'('ni n g is uS<'d 10 lt'St how wt'll you set' 111 ;t distlm Cl'. T he ua m wHl bl' lldministt'red for bOlh
eyt'S s illllllt;ult'olisly.
ContrOl PlIn ..1 Sl'lup:

o RJmff Eyc
o LEFTEy~
o FAR
o SLiDE li3

Partkipant Instructio ns:

,

J>lr~ se look at Ihe lIurnlwr s ol1lhe sc reen by press ing th .... b:lr with your forehead . Do you s('(' Ihrre
colum n.' or numlwrs?
DYES "\1m,,, on/a quts/ion 2)
D NO (Ensure control pam:! is sci up and/crt/wad is pN!ssed against bla;;k bar - gNlen N!ady lig'" appears
on c:onlrol I",nel. lfsel up properly and)'011 c:"n see lines. lurn off left !lien right on c:onlrol ""nella make
c:erlain subjeC:1 c:an see in both eyes.)

2. I'lea..e read Ih .. num lK'r .• on

l in ~

7 rr om len 10 ri ghl

o ~ 2 missed/any group record a vision or a:(lI2o below.
D

:>

Z , 8 () 5

3 51 () ,

() 5 3 8 I

2 5 , 6

() 8 J 5 2

8 2 () J 5

2 mi ssed in any group go 10 9ue. lion 3.

3. 1'1....,... read Ih e numl>erson
D ~ 2. mi ~sedlany group r«ord ~ -~isio-~ :
D :> 2 missed in any group go
Ii

right.
below.

4. 1'1....,... read Ih e numl>erso n

ri ght.
below.

j

5 S6 ,

2 6 8 J

, 5

o ~ 2 missed/any group re<;OTd a vision of!2lllSQ below.

, 2 8 ()

5 , 6 J

2 8 S ,

6. 1'1........ read Ih e numl>erso n lin .. 3 rr on' len 10 ri ght.
D ~ I missed/any group record II vision of~o. below.
D :> 1mi s~ed in any group go 10 yucslion 7.

5J 6 1

9 8 5 ()

1 J 6 5

I R~ I mi ssed/any group re<;ord a vis ion of!201I00 b~low.

85 ,

J"

",

D ~ 2 missed/any group
a vis i ~~..
D > 2 missed in any group go
i

5, PleaS(' read the numlwrs on line" from len 10 right.

j

Z

D > 2 missed in any group go 10 que<lion 6.

7, Pll'lIse f('a d the nurnlwrso nlin e 2 from len to right .
:>

I

I mi ssed in all\' rou

Far Visual Acuit;t

ReadinsDD/DD

82

I

,PlIrlki

~nl

10\'

VISION SCREENING RECORD FORM

I I I I
Sub ec\ Nwnoo

I I I/ITleD

OOSS

Sub ec\ Imloals

This se ...... ning is used ' 0

'(>s' how w<,11 you see lip dose."""Th<,

SIU~'

<'~IUl1

will be admini s,('red for both <,yes

~ imult:lll('ollsl y.

Co ntrol Pand Sl'tup:

o RIOlJT F:,. ~
o LEFrEye
o l'-'EAR
o SLlOE #4

Partldpant In structions:
1.

0
0

thl' num bi' rs on thl' ~crl'l'n by pr<,<;s ing thl' bar with your Forl'hnd. For this Il'st you
will n~d to 100 " down into th e J o~w " il'w finders. Do you ~~ Ihr l'c columns of le\lers?
YES ("''''"'' onto question 2)
NO (Ensu,.., control panel is set "I' andfON'heod is pressed againsl brack bar - green N/ady light appears
Pl c~".. lool: ~ t

control panel. IfsetllJl properly andyoll Cun see fines. fllrn
C(!rtain subject Clln ue in bOllt eye5.)
IJIl

off h:ft fhen nght on control panel to make

2. Pi...."" rea d the numlwr§on line 6 k um left tu ri ghl

o ::. 2 missed/any group record a vision or 20126 below.
o > 2 mi ss~ d in any group go 10 !lueslion 3.
read the numiH.'rs
~ '~-isio'~ ~
o3. PicaS<'
!O 2 missed/any group rec ord a i
o > 2 mi ssed in any group go Ii
0 11

4. pl ....M' rea d th e

numlwr~o n l in~

ri ght.
below.

"l O NV R

.' CS K I)

VKCDS

II S h:R C

l'iZ DOV

Z S H N K

V II R N

OD S K

N"lCS

C K V [)

SNZ K

DOll e

R N"l 1l

DOK"

C S 7, N

svc

N RK

II Z 0

4 frOt" len to ri ght.

o ::. 2 missedlany group record a vision of 2014Q below.
o > 2 missed in any group go 10 queslion S.

S. 1'1..,."" read th e num twrs On lint' 3 fr om left tu ri ghl

o ::. 2 mi ssedlany group record a vision of Q:ar5i)' below.
o > 2 missed in any voup 110 10 !Iuc. lion 6.

th e numbmo~~~~~~i~:~~~~right.
o6, PicaS<'
: ; I m iread
~scdlan)' group record a
i
' below.
o > I mi ssed in any group go Ii

I

B

7. Please r{>a d Ihl' numlwrs On lin e 1 from len to right.
:s: 1 missed/any group record a vision or 2W1OO below.
> I missed in an\' roup

I

Near Visual Acui!J:: Readins:
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~:HJ~~

I

, PlIrlki

~nl

10\·

VISIO N SCREEN ING RECORD FORM

Sub ec\ Nwnoo
Tllis sC I't>enin g

i~

I I I I

I I I/ITleD

Sub ec\ Imloals

"""

OOSS
SIU~'

USf'd to tes t (or cOIltr.l~t sel1~ ith·lty. The ('Ja m ",ill be "dminislercd for mch cyt'
st' p:lr.lh'iy. bt'ginning with , 'om' right f'ye.

This is:1II t'x:llllpit, o(w lm l yo u will Set· (Sh ow eX:llnplf'). E:lI'h o(lhl' cil"dt's conl:lin linl'S. tell III I' if
Ih ~ lop o(l hl' lin u poi nt 10 Ihf' U : }'-' . R ICHT. Or STRA ICHT lJ]'.

Control Panel & tup:
RIGHTEyc

o
o FAR
o SLIDE IfJO LineC, 1/1 I li neD, and #12LineE
lnstr uctioll $:

Please prrl3S Ihe bar ,..ilh yonr forehead. Slarling with Bax Ion Ihe left. Icll mC iflhe lines are going LEFI: RlGl!1:
IJT s n M IGIfT V I'. Continlle "Ill;! }'on (Oan'/ see anymore.
SCORI NG : CIRCLE if colTe(:l. X. ifinco"..:1;1

Slide

Line

,

Plate

5

l'I:ltl'
6

l' l<ltl'

3

,

PI:ttl'

1

7

•

Plate

PI:tIl'

PI,tlt'

l'I'lt e

I'late
9

8

C

U

R

L

U

R

U

R

L

R

9

0

L

R

U

R

U

L

U

R

L

10

E

U

L

R

U

L

R

U

R

U
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Line
Score

,PlIrlki

~nl

10\·

VISION SCREENING RECORD FORM

Sub ec\ Nwnoo

./ Sw itch to
C0l1lrol l':ln ~ 1

o

I I I I

I I I/ITleD

Sub ec\ Imloals

"""

urt eyc and

OOSS
SIU~'

rellclltllrocedurc

Sfo lup:

LE Fr Eyc

o FAR
o SLlDE ~ I O linee ,lI ll li ncD,II 12lin cE
SeOKlNG: CIRCLE if com:<:l, X ifincc)lTCC l

Slide

Line

Plal('
I

Plal('

Plal ('

Plal('

PI;II('

1'1:11('

3

4

5

6

)'1<11 ('
7

Plal ('

2

•

1'1:11('

9

8

C

U

R

L

U

R

U

R

L

R

9

0

L

R

U

R

U

L

U

R

L

10

E

U

L

R

U

L

R

U

R

U
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Line
Score

APPENDIX 10: RAPID WALK, FOOT TAP, NECK
ROTATION TESTS
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9:00

87

3:00
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APPENDIX 11: PTSD CHECKLIST
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APPENDIX 12: TRAIL MAKING B
Study/Participant : ODSS2009_ ODSS2009_P1001AS
Date:____________
Trail Making B Instructions

R

Given Verbally:
Now I will give you paper and pencil. On the paper are the numbers 1 through 4 and the letters A through
D, scattered across the page. (Demonstrate as you tell him/her) Start with 1, then draw a line to A, then
continue the line to 2, then to B, then 3-C, 4-D, alternating back and forth between numbers and letters.
You should not lift your pencil from the paper. You should do this as fast as you can. This is practice and it
will not be timed.

After pointing out any errors and insuring that the participant understands the test requirement, say: "Now
we are going to do a timed version. If you turn the sheet over you will see the numbers 1 through 13 and
the letters A through L. They are mixed up in the same way as the practice. Start with the number 1; draw a
continuous line that alternates between numbers and letters, until you finish with the number 13. You
should not lift your pencil from the paper. Say “are you ready?” Wait for response. “Go," (while directing
them to place his/her pencil at starting point (number one)).

Sources:
http://www.brainmetric.com/pdfs/trailsall.pdf
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APPENDIX 13: CLOCK-DRAWING
Participant ID: ODSS2009_P1001AS

Clock-Drawing Task
Instructions to be given verbally:
This circle represents a clock face. Please put in the numbers so that it looks
like a clock and set the time to 10 minutes past 11.
Source: Shulman KI. Clock-drawing: is it the ideal cognitive screening test? International
Journal of Geriatric Psychiatry. 2000;15:548-61
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APPENDIX 14: ORIENTATION
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100

101
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APPENDIX 15: PRE-DRIVE SURVEY
Study:

ODSS

Dale:
Participant: . Participant l[h
Pre-Dri ve Survey
Fllease read each question carefully. If something is urIClear, ask the research assistant for help. You

do not have to answer any questions you do not wish to answer .
When driving, how frequenlly do you perform each of the following taskslmaneuvers?
(Check the most appropriate answer for each task/maneuver)

1)

h

~"

,
'"'"1'·'" ,

l

l

l

l

l

l

,

l
l

l

l

l

cars

l

l

r

l

l

l
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l

l

l

Whe n driving, how confid ent do you fee l when you perform each of the following
tasks/ maneuve rs? (Check the most appropria te answer for e ach task/maneuver)

2)

E~

~

~'"

~

~

..

,.".

~.

: ; ' " \W,."",
II

i~t:~ctions

without traffic

H::;,",

Slighlly

,

,

,
,
,
,
,

,
,
,
,

..V:,

,

,

Not Applicable

,
,

,
,
,
,
,

,
,
,

,
,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,
,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

' ,

Ii
suggested following

~~~~~;oouuand
I

~o'!:" '.,",~;, T,mT,m'

104

3)

Have you taken any medication in the past 48 hours? (Check only one)

, No
I Yes (Please list all) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4)

Have you consumed any alcohol or other drugs in the past 24 hours? (Check only one)

, No
I Yes (Plea se list all) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3
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APPENDIX 16: WELLNESS SURVEY
SLudy ; ~

O:ne:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Pani<:ipant N: d'llrticipanUD"

.
WE LLNESS SURVEY

Dj n;s!jon'; Cirde One option for each symptom !O indi cat e whether Chat symptom appli es !O you rii.lJI....n!:i.

I.

(kncr:l1 DiscomfOrt ...

.. Nonc .. ............. SlighL

2. Fati gue ........... .......•...

.. None .

.... Sligh! .. .

3. Headache ............... ................... None
4. Eye Slra in
5.

Sli gh!

. Modera! e .. ...... Severe
......... /l. lodera!e ......... Sewre

.. None ............... Sli gh! .............. Modera!e ......... Sewre

Dj fijcul!y Focusing .

.. None .. ............. Sligh!

6. Sali vatio n Increased ...

. .. ...... None ..

. .. Sli gh! ..

7. Swea! ing.

........ None ...

...... Sligh!..

•• Nausea ...

....... Modera!e ......... Se\"ere
.. Modera !e .. ...... Sewrc
.....

~·Iodcra!"

...... Sc\"cre

.. None ............... Sligh! .............• Modera! e ......... Seven;

9.

Oi ffic ulLy Conce n!ra !illg.

"

" Fullllcss of !he

"

......... j\,loder:lLe .. ...... Se\"Cre

Hcad~

...

I)1l11TCd Vision

.... NOlie . .............. Sli gh! ..
.None .
.. . None.

.. Sli gh! ...
....... Sligh! ..

... /o. lodcra!e ..

.... Modcra h! .. ... Severe

12. Dizzi ness w;lh Eyes Open ....... NOlie ............... Sli gh! ..............

~ lodcr3!"."

13. Di u iness wi\h EyC!! C10!icd ....,. None ............. .. Sli gh! ... ...........

~ Iodera!e

".
"".

·Ve rt igo ...

. NOli" .

· ·S!omach Awareness.
Burping

......,.NOII" ...
..None

.. __ Sligh! .. ..
...... Sligh!..

. Severe

.. /o. lodcr3!c .. ...... Se"ere

...... Sn"Crc

......... SC\"Crc

. /o. lodcra!e .. .-" . __ Se"ere
... Moder3!e ..

........... Sligh t ..............

i\ lode r~ !e

. Scwre

......... Severe

17. Vomiling .,.............. ,.................. None ............... Slig h! .............. M"dc:ra!c .... ,...Severe
18. OI h<:r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . __ .. None .

... Sligh ! .. __ .... -" .. . M odera! e. .

• Ven igo is experienced as 1000S of o ri enlal ion wi th respccl lo \"eo ica l upright
n Stom ach

~ w~rcncss

is a feeling of discomfon which isjus! shoo of n3usea.
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.. __ Severe

Study ' ..QL2SS
Date:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Pal1lCipam #:

. PartidpanUD~

WELLNESS SURVEY
Dim;ti9no: Circle One option for each symptom to indicate whethe r that sy mptom

L

Gencral Discon,fort.

2.

Fa ti gue

J.

Ikadachc .

4.

Eye Stra in ..

5.

Di fficulty Focusing

6.

Sali vat;on Increased . ___

7.

Sweat ing

______ ___ __. None ..

H.

Nausca .

. None _

9.

Difficulty Conce ntrati ng .... ...... None ............... Sli ght ..............

10. "Fullnes. of the

____ _._._._. None _..

to

you~ .

. _'- Slight.. _.... ___ .. "-' oderate _.. ___ . Se'''re
. Slight ..............

~ lod er3te

......... Sen,re

.. None .... ........... Slight ..............

~ Ioder~ te

......... Scvere

.. None .... ........... Sl ight ..............

~ Iod er~te

......... Se,'Crc

.... None .... ........... Slight ..............

~ Ioder~ te

.. ...... Seven:

................... None

_____ __ None _.

Head~

~pplies

_.. Sli ght._ ..

__ .. Moderat e .. ____ . Sewre

Slight._ ___ .. __ .. Moderat e ___ ____ . Sc~"re
.. __ SI;ght..

" _H

Moderate __ _.. __ . Sewre
~ loder3 te

......... Sewre

.. None ............... Sli ght .............. Modera te ......... Sewn:

1'- Blurre<.l Vision . ................... .... None ................ Slight

....... Moderate ......... Severe

12. Diu-iness wit h Eyes Open ...... _. None ___ _____ ...... Sli ght ...... _._..... Moderate .... _._ .. SeWN
l J. Diuiucss w;l h Eyes Closc<.l .. _. Noue _... ____ ._.... Slight .. . .. ______ .. Moderat e .. ____ . Se"cre
14. · Verligo .

_______ ......... None ______ ......... Slight..

1S. "Stomach A"'areness .

.. . None

______ .. Moderale .. __ __ . SC"cre

____ .... .. Slighl .... __ _______ _Moderale .. _ _Scwre
......... Moderate .. ...... Severe

16. Burping .......

.. None ............. .. Sligh t

17. Vomi ling

.. None ........... .... Slight .............. ~ Iodcrate . ... ,...Sewn:

18, OI.hc' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..... Nonc ............. .. Sligh t

......... ~ Iod e rate .... ... .severe

• Verl igo is cxpc"; cneed as loss of oricnlalion with respecl 10 vertica ll1pright
.. Stomach awareness is a feeling of di scomfort which is jl1'lt shorl ofnal1'lea_
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APPENDIX 17: REALISM SURVEY
Sludy : ~

O','c=ccoccnCCCCCC-rrC-------------------------------P:>~icirllnl /I d'a~ic;ranlJD:.
REALISM SURVEY

For each of the following itelTl5, circle tI1e m.mber that best irwjK;ates how closely the simulator resembles
an actua l car in terms of appearance, sourwj, arwj response. If an ~em is not applicable, circ le NA.
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APPENDIX 18: POST-DRIVE QUESTIONNAIRE (WITH
SYSTEM)
Study: O DSS
Dal~: :::-",::-_ _

l'articipanl #: «l'articipant) D"
Post Drive Questionnaire
The following questions aSk aboul your thoughts on the warning system. Please read each
question carefully and circle the number !hat best represents your answer. unless otherwise
directed_ If something is unclear ask the research assistant for help_ You do not have to
answer any questions you do not wish to answer.
1) How confident would you feel drivi ng in the following conditions or performing the
following maneuvers wi th this warning system? (Check the most appropriate answer
for each condition)
Very
Hesitant

Slightly
Hesitant

Moderately
Confident

Drive at night

0

0

0

0

0

Drive in fog

0

0

0

0

0

Drive in rain

0

0

0

0

0

Drive in snow or sleet

0

0

0

0

0

Drive in hea vy traffIC

0

0

0

0

0

Drive on highways or interstates

0

0

0

0

0

Change lanes on multip!e-lane
highwa ys or interstates

0

0

0

0

0

Change lanes in town
Keap up with tratfic on
interstates
Keep up with traffic on two_lana
highways

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Keep up with traffic in town

0

0

0

0

0

Pass olher cars on interstates

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Pass other cars on two-lane
highwa ys
Make left turns at uncontrolled
intersections (intersections
without traffic signs or lights)

V.Oj
Confident

A

Not
licable

Exceed the speed limit

0

0

0

0

0

Not read traffic signs

0

0

0

0

0

Drive when tired

0

0

0

0

0

Not wear a safety belt

0

0

0

0

0

Veer from you r lane
Keap less than!ha suggested
following distance between you
and the car in front of you

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Drive while smoking

0

0

0

0

0
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Study: ODSS
Date: _ =_ __
Participant #: " Participant_ID»
Slightly
Hesitant

Moderately
Confident

V,~

Not

HesHant

Confident

ADDlicable

v.~

Dr;"'e after drinking alcohol

0

0

0

0

0

Dr;"'e with children

0

0

0

0

0

Adjust your radio settings

0

a

a

0

a
a
a
a

a

Read a map

0

0

0

a
a

a

a
a

~vs: an in-vehicle navigation

s stems, such as TomTom«>

0

Use a wireless phone

0
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0

Study: ODSS
Date:
Participant #: «Participant_ID»

Circle one in each row

Agree
Strongly
Agree

,,'

Mildly
Agree

Disagree
Equally

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

2) I am familiar with the operation of
the warning system.

2

3

4

5

3) I trust the warning system.

2

3

4

5

4) The warning system is reliable .

2

3

4

5

5) I am confident with my ability to
drive a car safely w ithout the
warning system.

2

3

4

5

6) I knew when the warning system
was activated and when it was not
activated.

2

3

4

5

7) The Warning system made driving
safer for me and for others on the
roadway.

2

3

4

5

8) The warning system would help
me drive more carefully than I
normally would in typical daily
driving.

2

3

4

5

9) The warning was annoying.

2

3

4

5

10) The system is too intrusive.

2

3

4

5

11 ) The warning came too late for me
to safely respond to my driving
environment.

2

3

4

5

12) The warning system helped me
avoid a potential crash.

2

3

4

5

13) I won't use the warning system,
but other drivers in my household
would benefit from its use.

2

3

4

5
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Study: O DSS
Dat~: c-= - - -

Participant #: «Participant_ID»
14)

My judgments of the system are_ •. (please check a boX on every line)

effective

LLLLLI
LLLLLI
LLLL LI
L L LLLI
LLLLLI

irritating

L L LLLI

likable

assisting

LLLLLI
LLlLLLI
LLlLLLI

worthless

useful
pleasant
Imd
nice

undesirable
raising alertness

15)

useless
unpleasant
good
annoying
superfluous

desirable
sleep inducing

If you could only ha ve 6 of these options which would you select for your vehicle :
(check 6 items)
Heated seats
Intersection violation warning system
Satellite Radio
Leather Seats
Side Impact Airbags
A sunroof
MP3 player integration
Adaptive Cruise Control
Electronic Stability Control
Bluetooth phone integration
Tire Pressure Monitoring Gauge
HID headlamps
A navigations system
A backup camera

16)

What is the maximum price you would pay for this warning system? _ _ _ _ __

Study: ODSS

Dat~: .7 " ' ' - - Participant #: «Participant_ID»
17}
At the actual price of $300, how likely would you be to consider purchasing this warning
system? (Circle one)
Definitely
would not
conside;""

Definitely
would
consider

Might or might
not consider

2

3
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4

5

Study: ODSS
Dat~: 7 "'_ __
Participant #: «Participant)D"

18. Did you receive a warning from the system during your drive?
., No (end of questionnaire)
., Yes

19, What parts of the alert did you notice and which did you notice first?

20. What did you think of the timing of the alert?
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APPENDIX 19: POST-DRIVE QUESTIONNAIRE
(WITHOUT SYSTEM)
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Study: ODSS
Datc:.~_ _ __
Participant 1#: " Participant_ I!)>>

I would like the next Coif I purchase to have this warning system,

Study: ODSS
I~lt:

Participanl il: ..Particip:mUIh
6) How eon1ldent would you f.. 1drMng In the following eondltion& Of performing tl'le folowlng
manevver&? (Chock tho mO&l appropriate a",wer fOfoach condition

,
,
,

,
,
,

,
,
,

,
,
,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,
,

,

,

,

,

,

,
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Study: ODSS
Date:
Participant #: "Participall\_[D»

Circle one in each row_

Agree

,,'

Mildly
Agree

Disagree
Equally

Mildly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

7) I am familiar with the operation of
lhe warning sy!<;I"'m.

2

3

4

5

8) I am confident with my ability to
drive a car safely withoutlhe
warning system.

2

3

4

5

9) The warning system made driving
safer for me and for others on the
roadway .

2

3

4

5

10)
The warning system would
help me drive more carefully than I
normally would in typical daily
driving.

2

3

4

5

11 ) I won·t use the warning system,
but other drivers in my household
would benefit from its use.

2

3

4

5

Strongly
Agree
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APPENDIX 20: DEBRIEFING STATEMENT
Debriefing
This study is about how the warning system may help drivers obey stop lights and stop
signs. Some of the stop signs in the drive were hard to see so we could find out if the
warning system would help drivers. We could not tell you about the hard to see stop
signs before you drove because that might change the way you drive and we would not
be able to see if the warning system was the reason you drove the way you drove in the
study.
The incentive payment for changing the CD track while you drive was a part of the study
design but was not real. We do not have an incentive payment system. You will be paid
the full amount, $30, for being in this study. We told you that there was an incentive
payment for performance because part of what we want to understand about the system
is whether it helps drivers who are distracted by other tasks.
You will be paid $30 for your time and effort. You will be paid by the University of Iowa
accounts payable office with a check sent to the address you provided on the payment
voucher. If you chose not to accept payment and not provide your Social Security
Number, thank you for your time and effort in completing the study procedures.
We need drivers to be surprised by what happens in the study drive and to believe that
the payment for performance plan is real, so please do not tell others about what
happens during the study drive or that their pay is not dependent on what happens
during their drive until after April 2010 when we expect this study to be over.
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APPENDIX 21: POST-DRIVE QUESTIONNAIRE
RESPONSES
Table 21-1 Post-drive questionnaire responses – with system condition

General System Questions2
I am familiar with the operation of
the warning system
I trust the warning system
The warning system is reliable
I am confident with my ability to
drive a car safely without the
warning system
I knew when the warning system
was activated and when it was not
The warning system made driving
safer for me and others
The warning system would help
me drive more carefully than I
normally would
The warning system was annoying
The system was too intrusive
The warning came too late for me
to safely respond
The warning system helped me
avoid a potential crash
I won't use the warning system, but
other drivers in my household
would benefit
My assessment of the system are
Usefulness/Useless3
Pleasant / Unpleasant3
Bad / Good4
Nice / Annoying3
Effective / Superfluous3
Irritating / Likeable4
Assisting / Worthless3
Undesirable / Desirable4
Raising alertness / Sleep-inducing3
Usefulness Scale3
Satisfying score3

Mean

Median

Mode

Min

Max

1

2.39
2.22
2.11

1.50
2.00
2.00

1.00
2.00
2.00

1
1
1

5
5
5

*

1.56

1.00

1.00

1

4

*

1.78

2.00

2.00

1

4

1.94

2.00

1.00

1

4

*

2.28
3.33
3.67

2.00
3.50
4.00

1.00
2.00
4.00

1
1
2

4
5
5

*

3.28

3.50

4.00

1

5

2.94

3.00

3.00

1

5

3.11

3.00

3.00

1

5

-0.94
-0.35
-0.94
-0.35
-0.82
-0.12
-0.82
-0.76
-1.18
-0.94
-0.40

-1.00
0.00
-1.00
-1.00
-1.00
0.00
-1.00
-1.00
-1.00
-1.00
-0.25

-2.00
0.00
-1.00
-1.00
-2.00
0.00
-1.00
-1.00
-2.00
-1.80
-0.50

-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2

1
1
0
2
1
1
2
2
2
1.2
1
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*

Vehicle Options5
If you could have 6 options, which
6 would you choose:
Heated seats
Intersection violation warning
system
Satellite radio
Leather seats
Side impact airbags
Sunroof
MP3 player
Adaptive Cruise control
Electronic stability control
Bluetooth phone integration
Tire pressure monitoring gauge
HID headlamps
Navigation system
Backup camera
System Specific Questions
What is the maximum price you
would pay for this warning
system?
At the actual price of $300, how
likely would be to consider
purchasing this warning system?6
Did you receive a warning from the
system during your drive?7
Which parts of the alert did you
notice and which did you notice
first?8

Mean

Median

Mode

Min

Max

0.47

0.00

0.00

0

1

0.47
0.35
0.29
0.88
0.12
0.18
0.71
0.59
0.12
0.59
0.29
0.53
0.35

0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.00

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

$470.00 $450.00

3.28

4.00

$500.00

4.00

1

$0.00 $2,000.00

1

5

0.94
1.00
1.00
0
1
Noticed Verbal warning, light too small
Sometimes noticed the light first, but was more aware of the
voice
The noise
Blue Light (first) Voice
Noticed light first (blue). Also noticed red light and voice
alert
Change cd player; stop sign
Brake verbal warning
1. Blue light; sound
Blinking blue light
Blue Light (1st), voice & red flashing light
the light
Voice
NA
blue light
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Mean Median
Mode
Min
Max
Blue light-voice
Intersections/stop signs
The light (noticed first) and the voice
What did you think of the timing of about right
the alert?
The voice could come sooner
too late, noise should be earlier
Suitable for the speed I was going
could maybe used 1-2 additional seconds, but as drive
progressed, I got used to using it and the timing seemed ok
stop sign took me by surprise
Okay
blue light came on a bit early for my taste
It was about right. It allowed enough time to react-had to
adjust stopping with the slow braking system.
Good
Ok
The timing was good.
Good
NA
Ok
Ok
Good
excellent timing
1

Also asked on the post-drive questionnaire without system
Rating scale: 1=strongly agree, 2= mildly agree, 3=agree and disagree equally, 4= mildly disagree, 5=strongly
disagree
3
Rating scale: -2 to + 2
4
Rating scale : +2 to -2
2

5

Response code: 0=would not choose, 1=would choose

6

Rating scale: 1=definitely would not consider, 2, 3=might or might not consider, 4, 5=definitely would consider

7

Response code: 0=No, 1=Yes

8

One participant chose not to answer this question.
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1

Table 21-2 Post-drive questionnaire responses – without system
Mean
General Questions1
I am familiar with the operation of the warning
system
I am confident with my ability to drive a car safely
without the warning system
The warning system made driving safer for me and
others
The warning system would help me drive more
carefully than I normally would
I won't use the warning system, but other drivers in
my household would benefit
I would like the next car I purchase to have this
warning system.2

1

Median Mode

Min

Max

2.83

2

2

1

5

2.00

1

1

1

5

3.67

4

5

1

5

3.11

3

3

1

5

3.28

3

3

2

5

Yes
Not sure…some systems may be very
beneficial
No
Yes
no, because I didn't notice it. If it did, it
would need to do something to get my
attention better
Yes
Maybe
Yes
Not sure
Yes
Don't know
Not really
Did not see the system operate
yes
no

Rating scale: 1=strongly agree, 2= mildly agree, 3=agree and disagree equally, 4= mildly disagree, 5=strongly
disagree
2
Three participants chose not to answer this question.
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